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THE RETRO SEARCH IS BACK UP 
  

 Great news - searching for TRS-80 stuff just got easier - The Retro  Search is back up. 

  

The Retro Search is a specialised search engine indexing TRS-80 resources across the 

internet. We currently index a range of web resources (over 80 at this stage) but are 

always on the lookout for  more. You can see what we currently index on our listings 

page and if we're missing something please use our contact page to let us know. 

  

It's taken some time to get something running in my own right since Google pulled the 

plug on its paid (ad free) version of Google but it's been worth the effort and sweat not 

to mention the rewards in overcoming the difficulties and complexities in indexing many 

sites from a home PC. It's been challenging but I finally got it to a deployable state. I 

still have a few issues to address which are more related to the state of the site I'm 

indexing but I continue to tweak settings to address this so over time it should get 

better still. I'll call it "work in progress" because I can still see some more opportunities 

for improvement to help you find the right TRS-80 stuff. 

  

Check the site out at www.theretrosearch.com 

  

 If you want to be notified when there are updates to the site then 

 follow @theretrosearch on Twitter. 

  

For TRS8BIT readers you can contact me direct at trash80@internode.on.net if you have 

any queries or suggestions about 

The Retro Search.  Kevin Parker - Search Master 

>  



Hi Dusty 

 
I talked to you a few years ago about a couple of one-liner gamers I'd 

written for the TRS-80. 
 

I thought you might like to know about an iOS app I've just released 
which recreates the first computer game I ever played (on the Video Ge-

nie TRS-80 clone).  Perhaps you might like to mention it in the TRS8BIT 
newsletter? 

 
(Incidentally we talked about repairing Video Genies, I've since learned a 

lot more about repairing 8 bit computers, and have now got 4 Genies, 
and repaired the two broken ones!) 

 
Anyway, here's the details of my app: 

 

I've just finished a labour of love that I started 4 years ago. It's an 
iPhone/iPad app that recreates the first TRS-80 computer game I ever 

played :-) 
 

The game was "Space War", distributed on the demo tape that came with 
the EACA Video Genie (System 80) TRS-80 clone. This was a Star Trek 

type game, following the pattern of a whole load of similar games on all 
the early computers. 

 
My version "Classic Trek 80" tries to match the version I played as 

closely as possible. I've written a graphics engine to simulate the TRS-80 
display, and a runtime environment that simulates the BASIC screen 

printing and keyboard handling as closely as possible. 
 

I've then re-written the game from scratch (it's not emulated) but I used 

the original as a guide, so I got the behaviour exactly right (including the 
"quirks"/bugs from the original!) 

 
It's a free app, and no adverts, so everyone can enjoy it. 

 
(If you like it, I've put a couple of optional extras in there so people can 

chuck me a couple of pounds/dollars if they want to. But they're non-
essential, you can play the whole game without any of them.) 

 
If you’d like to try it out, follow this link for the free download:  

https://www.richardloxley.com/trek80/ 
 

 
Cheers, 

 

Richard 

https://www.richardloxley.com/trek80/


 

Classic Trek 80 
A free app for iPhone and iPad, that recreates the classic TRS-80 

space exploration game. 

 
Hi, I'm Richard. 

At Christmas in 1980 my family got a Video Genie (System 80) com-

puter, which was a clone of the Radio Shack/Tandy TRS-80. 

The Video Genie came with a demo tape, and on it was a game 

called "Star War". It was a textual space adventure, based on the 

various "Trek" games that had gone before it on mainframes and 

mini computers. It was slightly simplified to work on a more basic 

computer. 

It was my first ever home computer game, and I spent hours playing 

it. I have great nostalgia for it, so I recently found a TRS-80 emulator 

and loaded a copy of the demo tape. 

I thought it deserved a wider audience, and so I have tried to re-

create it as best I can for this app. 

I've created a TRS-80 style graphics engine from scratch to display 

everything authentically, and wrote the game again from scratch. I 

did consult the original BASIC code to make sure I used the same 

https://www.richardloxley.com/trek80/download


logic (including all the original quirks!) but this is all new code, not an 

emulation. 

I hope you enjoy it as much as I did. Good luck captain! 

 

 

 
For support please contact me at 

trek80@richardloxley.com

mailto:trek80@richardloxley.com?subject=Support%20for%20Trek%2080
https://www.richardloxley.com/trek80/download
https://www.richardloxley.com/trek80/download
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IN MAV'S WORKSHOP 
 

REVISITING THE CN80 MODEL 4 MOUSE PROJECT - PART 2. 
 

by Ian Mavric  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

LAST TIME 
 

In Part 1 of this series I covered the history of the computer mouse and 
the various types of mice  used on microcomputers.  Two main types of 

early mouse became really popular, being the PS/2 connection 2-button 
mouse and the serial connection 3-button mouse.  

 
The serial mouse lends itself to easy connection to a TRS-80 Model 4 via 

the RS-232C serial port and so starting in the early 1990s, programmer 

Dave Goben wrote a series of articles which were presented in Computer 
News 80, the de facto TRS-80 magazine of the 1990s.  I found them to 

be interesting reading at the time, and CN80 made available mouse kits 
(a mouse, serial DB-25-to-DB9 converter) and software.   

 
The first article re-presented (TRS8Bit Vol 13, #4) introduced the Mouse/

CMD driver and how to incorporate the mouse in assembly language 
programs via a new SuperVisory Call (SVC) 120 "@MOUSE". 

 



Four months after the first article the second one on the subject 

appeared in CN80 in December 1990, and is a long article with all the 
information needed to utilise the mouse in Basic programming 

applications.  Since most people who just want to test the waters start 
with BASIC (and we have a 2020 programming contest "Double-Do") I 

think a lot of programmers like be able to make use of this article. 
 

"MOUSE ON YOUR MODEL 4 (Without an Interface) Part II" from CN80 
DECEMBER 1990 Vol 3 Issue 12 

 
Back when this article was first published subscribers of CN80 were a 

little anxious and getting stroppy waiting for Part 2 to come along, which 
explains the first paragraph, but it picks up pretty briskly from the 

second paragraph onwards.  
  

 

 



 



 



 



 



an old advert for CN80 Mouse products circa 1991 

 
 

WILL MOUSE KITS BE AVAILABLE FOR PURCHASE AGAIN? 
 

CN80 sold mouse kits back in the day which comprised of a 3-button 
serial mouse, DB25-to-DB9 converter, an extension cable for the Model 4 

(not needed on the 4P, 4 Gate Array and 4D), and driver MOUSE/CMD 
software on floppy disk.  I'm looking into the feasibility of selling a similar 

kit but will be limited to the availability of good quality suitable serial 
mice and the converter, both of which have been out of production for 

years. 



If you'd like to be an early adopter of this project email me at ianm@trs-

80.com 
It will be similar to this:  

 

 
3-button serial mouse, adapter, extension cable, and driver disk 

 
 

FOR THOSE IN A HURRY TO GET PLAYING AROUND WITH A MOUSE 

 
Check the downloads page on my web site (http://members.iinet.net.au/

~ianmav/trs80/downloads.htm) as by the time this article goes to print 
I'll upload relevant software for experimenters to try out in readiness for 

the next article.  
 

Added since the last article will be Mouse+ driver and MTK (see below).  
For those who wish to skip all the tech articles, download MagicDraw 

from my Hi-Res downloads page (http://members.iinet.net.au/~ianmav/
hires/hires.htm) but remember it needs 128K, a HRG board, and LS-DOS 

6.3.1 in addition to the mouse.   
 

http://members.iinet.net.au/~ianmav/trs80/downloads.htm
http://members.iinet.net.au/~ianmav/trs80/downloads.htm
http://members.iinet.net.au/~ianmav/hires/hires.htm
http://members.iinet.net.au/~ianmav/hires/hires.htm


MTK/CMD FOUND 

 
Last time I put out a request for the CN80 MTK/CMD program which 

translates Mouse to Keyboard so that programs which intensively use 
arrow keys can be controlled with the mouse.  Old mate Garry Howarth 

from Sydtrug came up with the goods, not only both MTK and the 
improved Mouse+ driver, but also their matching manuals.  Thanks 

Gazza. 
 

I'll be examining them in a future article. 
 

NEXT TIME: 
We move onto 1991 CN80 issues where various short articles related to 

mouse operation including MDRAW II, Post Master Operation, and MTK.   
 
 

Ian Mavric 

ianm@trs-80.com 

Ian Mavric is an IT Specialist who also restores and 
collects TRS-80's and classic cars. He lives with his 

wife and kids in Melbourne, Australia. 











-Improved version of the established Grafyx Solution GX 4.2 board 
-640x240 resolution for a total of 153,600 pixels, High Bandwidth 

-Easy install in minutes inside your Model 4/Gate-Array Model 4/4P/4D 
-Compatible with most M3 and M4 Hi-Res software for Radio Shack HRG 

-Designed in Belgium and proudly built and shipped from Australia or UK 
 

Order yours today exclusively from: 
  

UK and EU: BetaGamma Computing: bgialopsos@aol.com  
 

Rest of the world: http://members.iinet.net.au/~ianmav/hires/hires.htm 

LOOKING FOR HIGH-RESOLUTION GRAPHICS 
FOR YOUR TRS-80 MODEL 4/4P/4D? 

 
Then you simply must have the 

 

"Improved Grafyx Resolution 
Solution!" 





“Quinnterface” Mini Expansion Interface for 
16K Model 1 FreHD users. 

 
- COMPLETLY ASSEMBLED AND TESTED - 

This is THE perfect device for all Model 1 users who own a 16K 
Level II unit, (which is most of us!), but no Expansion 

Interface or disk drives, especially if you don't want to modify 
your M1 with upgraded boot ROM or memory upgrade. 

 
The ‘Quinnterface’, developed by J. Andrew Quinn from New 
Zealand, adds 32K RAM and auto-boot functionality to you 

FreHD. 
 
 

U.K. And Europe, contact Bas. at BetaGamma Computing.  
U.S.A. And rest of the world, contact Mav. At “The Right Stuff” 



LOOKING FOR FAST, 

INEXPENSIVE, UNLIMITED MASS 

STORAGE FOR YOUR TRS-80 

MODEL I/III/4/4P/4D? 
 

The amazing 
 

"FreHD"

 
 

 

 
 

 

-Emulates a TRS-80 hard drive, but faster than any hard drive! 

-Works with your favourite DOS (LS-DOS, LDOS, CP/M, Newdos/80 2.5) 

-Uses SD card for storage medium 

-Bonus free Real Time Clock function! 

-Designed in Belgium and proudly built and shipped from Australia 

-Kit form or fully assembled 

 

 

Order yours today 

http://members.iinet.net.au/~ianmav/trs80/ 





 

TRS-80 Modular eXpansion System 

 

This repo is for the TRS-80 Modular eXpansion System (MXS). 

The intent is to make it the final of a series of prototypes 

(TRS80HDD and TRS80GS and a memory expansion module). 

The MXS consists of four modules set up as a stackable set. 

So, you can build the base module first, which will give you a 

32k memory expansion for your TRS-80 Model 1, as well as a 

power conditioning base that the other boards use. Then you 

can make either the floppy drive emulator, the TI video/

graphics board, or the WIFI board (or all three). 

The boards snap together. 

TRS80MXS   

https://github.com/calphool/TRS80MXS
https://github.com/calphool/TRS80MXS/blob/master/img/TRS80MXS_Stack.jpg?raw=true


The basic theory of operation of the MXS is covered in detail 

from the website, detailed below. The combined unit has a 

few unique characteristics. First, it has three headers at the 

north, and south positions, and northeast of each board. 

These are what allow the boards to be stacked. One header is 

mostly the address bus of the TRS-80 expansion connector, 

passed through a 74LS244 buffer. It also includes the opera-

tion signals (RD, WR, IN, OUT). The opposite header contains 

the data bus and a few miscellaneous signals. Finally the 

header at the northeast position is 4 lines that are OR-ed into 

the WAIT* signal as well as another 4 that are tied into the 

INTERUPT* signal. This allows the MXS to host 4 separate 

chips that might use the WAIT* mechanism (as the sound 

chips and the floppy emulator flip flop do), and 4 interrupt 

chips (which presently are only used by the floppy emulator 

for its clock and drive activity interrupts). The floppy emulator 

board also includes an 8x2 header that consolidates all the 

unused Teensy signals as well as a ground, 5V, and 3.3V sig-

nal. These pins can be utilized to extend the functionality of 

the Teensy unit. 

https://github.com/calphool/TRS80MXS 

Theory of Operation 

https://github.com/calphool/TRS80MXS






Radio Shack TRS-80 Model 1/3/4 
DriveWire Driver for LDOS/LS-DOS 
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Building From Source

Update History 
 30-Oct-2019 Created 

Introduction 
 
DriveWire is a popular accessory for the CoCo which can emulate hard disks and 
other devices. The DriveWire server runs on a PC host and client software runs on 
the CoCo. Nothing similar exists for the Models 1/3/4 but the Models 1/3/4 can use 
the same protocol with a server for the CoCo - compatible software is just needed 
for the Models 1/3/4. 
 
TRSDW is a DriveWire virtual hard disk driver for the TRS-80 Models 1&3 and 
LDOS (5.3.1) and for the TRS-80 Model 4 and LS-DOS (6.3.1). TRSDW is derived 
from the XTRSHARD emulated hard disk driver for the xtrs/sdltrs emulators and is 
closely related to the TRSHARD lotech IDE driver - the TRSHARD disk images and 
the TRSDW virtual disk files are compatible. If you have used XTRSHARD and/or 
TRSHARD then using TRSDW will be a familiar experience but there are some dif-
ferences. 
 
TRSDW may be of interest even if you already have a hard drive solution for your 
TRS-80 Model 1/3/4 such as a lotech IDE or FreHD since it's a convenient way to 
copy files between a real TRS-80 and a PC. So even FreHD users might find this 
useful. 
 
NOTE: The highest baud a standard TRS-80 Model 1/3/4 can do is 19.2k which is 
the baud that TRSDW uses. However DriveWire servers don't usually support 19.2k 
baud so a DriveWire server has to be modified for 19.2k baud. I personally like the 
simplicity of Boisy Pitre's original DriveWire3 server but it can't be easily modified - I 
managed to hack the binary to change the baud but it can be a little finicky to get 
started working but once it does it works well. The DriveWire4 server is more easily 
modified with an edit to an xml file and has some other advantages so that is the 
server used in this document. 
Installing And Running The DriveWire Server 
 
Download the DriveWire4 server from here - follow the Download link. No installa-
tion is required - just unzip the DriveWire4 folder to a convenient location. The 
DriveWire4 server requires - you will be prompted to install java if it's not present. 
 
Once unzipped the master.xml file must be modified to add 19.2k baud. Open mas-
ter.xml with notepad or other editor and add the text in red to line 58: 
 
<SerialRate category="device" 

list="19200,38400,57600,115200,230400,460800,921600" type="list">115200</

SerialRate> 

 
Save and close the file. 
 
Start the server by double-clicking DW4UI.exe. Select Config-
>SimpleConfigurationEditor..., click Next, select CoCo1, click Next, select you COM 

https://sites.google.com/site/maboytim/home/trsdw#building_from_source
https://sites.google.com/site/maboytim/home/trshard
https://sites.google.com/site/drivewire4/


port, click Next, select 19200 baud, click Next, select NoThanks for MIDI, click Fin-
ish. These settings are saved as the default for when DriveWire4 is restarted so you 
don't need to do this each time. Apparently there is a builtin web server (I guess 
what respectable Java program doesn't have a builtin webserver?) - you can close 
the browser tab and select the Server tab. It should indicate that the COM port was 
opened. Virtual disks are inserted into the drives by double-clicking on the corre-
sponding line in the Drive list. Otherwise the server is ready. However, for better 
visibility to if the server is working I suggest that you enable the logging og opcodes 
- select Config->ConfigurationEditor..., click on the SwowAdvancedItemss bytton to 
enable, select Logging, click on the line LogOpCode in the CoCo1 instance on your 
COM port, check the box EnableLogOpCode, and click WriteToServer. You can dis-
able this later after things are working. 
Basic Setup 
 
First download the driver here. The same driver is used with LDOS for the Model 
1&3 and LS-DOS for the Model 4. 
 
In addition to the server you will need an empty virtual hard disk file. You can create 
one with the mkdisk utility included with xtrs or via the Hard Disk Management menu 
in sdltrs - or for convenience one is included with the driver download 
(header_cyl=202_dir=1.dsk). If you create one with mkdisk or sdltrs just accept the 
defaults (202 cylinders, directory on track 1) and give it a .dsk extension. For this 
example name it trsdw.dsk. 
 
Connect your TRS-80's RS232 port to a COM port on the PC that will host the drive-
wire server using a null model connection - only 3 wires are needed - GND, RX, and 
TX. Note that a 'null modem' connection is needed - that is, connect the PC TX 
(DB9 pin 3) to the TRS-80 RX (DB25 pin 3) and connect the PC RX (DB9 pin 2) to 
the TRS-80 TX (DB25 pin 2) and of course connect the grounds (PC DB9 pin 5 to 
TRS-80 DB25 pin 7). 
 
If not started already then start the DriveWire4 server by following the instructions 
above. Insert the blank virtual hard disk file trsdw.dsk into DriveWire4's Drive 0 by 
double-clicking on the Drive0 line and selecting the file. 
 
Copy the driver file TRSDW/DCT to an LDOS/LS-DOS boot floppy. 
 
Boot your TRS-80 using the boot disk which contains the TRSDW/DCT driver. In-
stall the driver by executing the command: 
 
system (drive=6,driver="trsdw") 

 
You can just hit Enter to accept the defaults. Use the defaults for unit number (0), 
cylinders (202). 
 

https://sites.google.com/site/maboytim/home/trsdw/TRSDW.zip?attredirects=0


 
 
Unlike other hard disk drivers TRSDW doesn't check the disk when the driver is in-
stalled to see if it is formatted so there is no message regarding the format status of 
the disk. However the drive does send an initialization command to the sever which 
the DriveWire4 server will display in the Server window if EnableLogOpCode log-
ging was enabled as suggested above - if so you should see this DoOP_INIT mes-
sage: 
 

 



 
In this case we know the disk isn't formatted so we can simply format it: 
 
format :6 (dir=1) 

 
Give it a name such as 'trsdw' and master password such as 'password'. Reply 'y' to 
the subsequent prompts. Unlike other hard disk formatters format does not low-level 
format the disk - it simply initializes the system and directory information so it is very 
fast (except for the slowness or the RS232). 
 

 
 
Do a dir to see the newly created empty drive: 

 

 
 



The DriveWire4 server will grow the virtual drive file as needed so after the format 
the virtual drive file will be 513 sectors (1 for the header, 256 for track 0, and 256 for 
track 1 the directory track). 
 

 
 
Note that the (dir=1) is optional - it just places the directory track on cylinder 1. If 

omitted then format will place the directory in the middle of the disk at cylinder 101. 
In this case the virtual drive file will immediately grow to the file to 26113 sectors (1 
for the header, 100*256=25600 for the next 100 tracks, and 256 for track 101 the 
directory track). Note also there is a small bug in the format command - the display 
of the directory cylinder assumes the number is at most two digits so '101' is dis-
played as ':1' which looks like 1 but it is not, it is 101. Although the header isn't used 
by TRSDW, you should make the header to agree with the cylinder where the direc-
tory is actually located to avoid potential problems with the XTRSHARD/DCT driver 
and trstools. 
 
If that all looks good then copy LDOS/LS-DOS to the hard disk with backup, and 
then you can make the hard disk the system disk: 
 
backup :0 :6 (inv,sys) 

system (system=6) 

 

 
 
Hopefully that all worked. If you do not see the DoOP_INIT command logged by the 
server (with opcode logging enabled) or if your TRS-80 locks up during the format 
then verify your RS232 connections, verify your DriveWire server settings, reset 
your TRS-80, and try again. During the format command is the first time that the 
TRS-80 waits for a response from the server so that is the most likely time it will 
lockup it something isn't right. There are no timeouts or retries in the TRSDW driver 
so if it gets stuck a reboot is required. 

 



Copying Files From PC 
 
Once the above example is working you can try copying some files from your PC 
which is running the drivewire server to your TRS-80. For just copying files you don't 
need the LDOS/LS-DOS on the virtual hard disk so just reboot your TRS-80 and re-
initialize the virtual hard disk: 
 
system (drive=7,driver="trsdw") 

(accept defaults) 

format :7 (dir=1) 

trsdw 

password 

 
Then using trstools open the trsdw.dsk file and copy some files to the the virtual 
disk. In this example I copy some high resolution utilities and a hires picture 
(available here). 
 

 
 
Do a dir to verify that the files are there: 

 
dir :7 

 

 
 

https://sites.google.com/site/maboytim/home/trsdw/trsdw_hires_files.zip?attredirects=0


If the files are not there then in DriveWire4 right-click on Drive0 and select Reload-
DiskInDrive0... and try again. 
 
If you are lucky enough to have a high resolution card you can view the image: 
 
hrload blast/hr 

or (for Model3) 

gload blast/hr 

gron 

 

 
 
Hit any key to return to the text screen (or for Model 3 execute groff). 
Working With Multiple Drives 
 
If all you are planning to use TRSDW just to copy files from/to a PC or to backup 
your other hard disks then a single drive is probably all you need. For backups you 
can just load the appropriate file into Drive0 of the drivewire server and backup to it. 
 
However the DriveWire4 server supports multiple drives and the TRSDW driver up 
to 8 and can be used for your virtual hard drive solution if you Don't have a lotech 



IDE, FreHD, or M1SE/M3SE. 
 
Most other hard disk drivers create multiple drives by partitioning a single disk. 
TRSDW like XTRSHARD and TRSHARD instead uses a separate disk for each 
drive as specified by the Unit number durng driver installation. Setting up multiple 
disks just requires installing the driver for each disk and specifying a different Unit 
number for each. 
 
Following is an example of a typical setup with two floppy drives and six hard disks. 
Virtual Drive0 (unit 0) is first installed as drive :6, formatted, then LDOS/LS-DOS 
copied to it and made the system disk (swapped with drive :0). Then virtual Drive 1 
(unit 1) is installed as drive :7, formatted, then swapped with drive :1. Then virtual 
Drives2-5 (units 2-5) are installed as drives :2-:5, and formatted. Finally the configu-
ration is sysgen'ed to save the configuration to the boot floppy. 
 
First create 6 empty virtual hard disk files (with mkdisk or sdltrs or just make copies 
of the one provided). Name them lsdos631.dsk (or for the Model1/3 ldos-531.dsk), 
disk1.dsk, disk2.dsk, ..., disk5.dsk and load them into Drives0-5 in the DriveWire4 
server. Then execute the series of cammands below: 
 
system (drive=6,driver="trsdw") 

(Unit = 0) 

format :6 

(Name = lsdos631 or ldos-531) 

backup :6 :0 (inv,sys) 

system (system=6) 

system (drive=7,driver="trsdw") 

(Unit = 1) 

format :7 

(Name = disk1) 

system (drive=1,swap=7) 

system (drive=2,disable,driver="trsdw") 

(Unit = 2) 

format :2 

(Name = disk2) 

system (drive=3,driver="trsdw") 

(Unit = 3) 

format :3 

(Name = disk3) 

system (drive=4,driver="trsdw") 

(Unit = 4) 

format :4 

(Name = disk4) 

system (drive=5,driver="trsdw") 

(Unit = 5) 

format :5 

(Name = disk5) 

sysgen (drive=6) 

or (for LDOS) 

system (drive=6,sysgen) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://sites.google.com/site/maboytim/trshard


You can list the drives with the devices command: 

 

 
 
The steps which swaps the drives and makes virtual Drive0 the system drive and 
the sysgen are not required and depend on how you plan to use your system. 
Building From Source 
 
The TRSDW source TRSDW/ASM is included with the driver download. To build 
from the source just use the Z80 assembler from Matthew Reed. Assemble with the 
following commands: 
 
z80asm.exe TRSDW.ASM 

ren TRSDW.cmd TRSDW.DCT 

 
Then copy the TRSDW.DCT file to a real floppy or emulated floppy/disk for use on 
your TRS-80.

https://sites.google.com/site/maboytim/home/trsdw/TRSDW.zip?attredirects=0
http://www.trs-80emulators.com/z80asm/


 

Two new lowercase modifications for the TRS-80 Model I 

only  $45ea! 

 

Single line descenders          3-line descenders 

Which do I need?  Micro-LC-80 requires one trace cut and two wires 

soldered (just like Tandy's old kit). 

New Gendon requires more cuts and soldering but the result is the more 

pleasing 3-line descenders.   

 

Instructions included for both.  

 

ORDER YOURS TO-DAY!  ianm@trs-80.com 















A Tandy / RadioShack 
TRS-80 Model 1 Microcomputer 

clone. 

 

 

Built in 2019 using current-production 

parts. 
Glen Kleinschmidt www.glensstuff.com Jan. 2020 

http://www.glensstuff.com


Introduction 
 
Having been thoroughly bitten by the old-school 8-bit computing bug 
and with my Commodore PET 2001 clone (http://www.glensstuff.com/

pet2001/pet2001.htm) done and dusted, it was time to start 
investigating potential prospects for the next project. 

 
Released in 1977 (the year I made my own appearance), the TRS-80 

Model 1 microcomputer was, for a period of time, one of the best 
selling, if not the best selling, personal computers for the enthusiast at 

home. In common with the PET 2001, a CMOS variant of the machine’s 
original microprocessor, even after all of these intervening years and 

technological progress, is still in active production and readily available. 
Additionally, as per the PET 2001, the machines primitive monochrome 

video display graphics were generated by means of straightforward TTL 

logic circuitry rather than utilising any kind of propriety or now long-
obsolete video graphics-generating integrated circuits or similar. There 

was one odd-ball chip thrown into the mix though – a single IC 
manufactured by Motorola designated the MCM6670 and rather 

grandiosely given the title of a “Character Generator”. 
 

This IC, not so much in the way of an actual generator, was in fact just 
a small mask-programmable ROM housed in an 18-pin plastic DIP. It 

featured 5-bit words and was presumably chosen by the hardware 
designer(s) of the TRS-80 for being a cheaper storage medium for the 

computers character set than something like the MM2716E UV-erasable 
PROMs that were used for storing the operating system. 

 
Suffice to say, the TRS-80 was the perfect candidate for my next 8-bit 

retro computer clone project. At this juncture it’s worth mentioning 

that, just as per my PET 2001 project, this clone is a functional replica 
of the original computer in the traditional hardware sense. It’s not an 

FPGA port or an emulator running on a Raspberry Pi and nor is it a part-
for-part duplication of the original circuitry, but a complete ground-up 

re-design using contemporary discrete CMOS logic and memory 
devices, with some additional features thrown in for good measure.  

 
At the time of writing every component used in this project is a current-

production part.74HC(T) CMOS family logic entirely displaces the 
original LS TTL logic and great simplifications were made by using 

modern memory devices. The self-contained TRS-80 Model 1 keyboard 
unit was originally offered with as little as 4 kilobytes of system RAM, 

but could be expanded to a maximum of 16 kilobytes.  

http://www.glensstuff.com/pet2001/pet2001.htm)
http://www.glensstuff.com/pet2001/pet2001.htm)


The BASIC operating system, however, could recognise an expandable 

maximum of 48 kilobytes. To get the full 48 kilobytes of system RAM you 
needed a 16 kilobyte-equipped keyboard unit in addition to either a third-

party memory unit or the official Expansion Unit; these being external 
devices which plug into the keyboard unit’s Expansion Interface port. 

 
The Expansion Unit was an optional accessory which, amongst other 

things, provided a floppy disk drive controller and a Centronics parallel 
printer port. The Expansion Unit could also be provisioned with the 

additional 32 kilobytes of RAM. Note that my clone project detailed here, 
except for sporting the full 48 kilobytes of system RAM, does not 

replicate the functions of the Expansion Unit. 
 

A single modern static RAM chip, part # AS6C1008, provides the full 48 
kilobytes of system RAM and dispenses with a great deal of address 

decoding logic. There’s no need for arrays of single-bit-wide dynamic 

memory chips in this day and age! All of the address multiplexing and 
refresh logic associated with the original DRAM memory has therefore 

been conveniently dispensed with. 
 

The circuit simplifications continue on to the systems read-only memory 
which stores the operating system. A single AT27C256 chip serves as the 

system ROM and is in fact large enough to contain both the early (“Level 
I”) and the later, revised and expanded (“Level II”) versions of the BASIC 

operating system; more about this later. 
 

Back in the day if you wanted sound effects for games (or for any other 
purpose) you would unplug your data cassette unit and feed the 

“CASSOUT” signal available at pin 5 of the “Cassette I/O” port to an 
external audio amplifier. The TRS-80 Model 1 didn’t have any dedicated 

hardware specifically for producing sound as such, but utilising the data 

cassette output register bits for this purpose soon became the 
established method for generating computer game beeps, zaps and 

primitive tunes. 
 

My clone design incorporates an LM386 audio amplifier with volume 
control and a source-select function giving the additional handy utility of 

letting the user listen in on the read and write signals from or to the 
external data cassette storage device. 

 
I also designed a universal PS/2 keyboard interface, which is 

accommodated on a separate, self-contained circuit board and is 
compatible with any TRS-80 Model 1, not just my clone design. Via a 

length of ribbon cable it plugs into the keyboard interface connector and 
permits the connection and use of any standard PS/2-protocol keyboard 

with the computer. 





The motherboard 



The PS/2 keyboard interface board 



www.glensstuff.com 
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IN MAV'S WORKSHOP 

 
ACCELERATOR PEDAL FOR THE MODEL III 

by Ian Mavric 
 

 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 

Back in the September 2019 edition of TRS8Bit I wrote about how to 
speed up the CPU on the Model I, and mentioned a few methods, the  

most complex being the addition of a Z80B daughterboard called the 
Sprinter 1L sold by Holmes.  This time I'll talk about a repro of the 

Sprinter III which was their version for the Model III microcomputer.   
 

WAS THE MODEL III REALLY FASTER THAN THE MODEL I? 
 

It's well established that the Model I ran at 1.77MHz and why exactly this 
was chosen remains a mystery.  I suspect it has something to do with 

the speed of 4K and 16K DRAM chips in 1977 and 1978 being of the 

300ns variety were just not trusted to be up to the task of running at a 
proper 2MHz.  



The Zilog Z80 (not the A or B versions, but the plain Z80) was designed 

for use at 2MHz.  Keen modifiers of the Model I found these early CPUs 
generally tolerated running at 2.66MHz but became flaky at 3.54MHz.  

Substituting a Z80A, which is rated for up to 4MHz operation) and faster 
DRAM chips of 200ns or faster generally solved this problem.  When it 

came time to design the Model III the reliability of faster 200ns 16K chips 
meant the Model III could comfortably run at 2.03MHz.    That makes the 

Model III about 12% faster than a Model I, so on paper the Model III was 
faster than the Model I and it's increased clock speed was mentioned in 

Model III sales blurb in Radio Shack Computer Catalogs. 
 

Does it feel faster?  It depends what you are doing... if you are loading a 
cassette the new faster cassette loading speed of 1500baud makes the 

computer seem 3X as fast as the Model I.  Likewise the Model III's dou-
ble density disk drives load programs faster (though not at double the 

speed) as more data (more sectors per track) passes under the head per 

revolution as both single and double density disk drives spin at 300rpm.  
Model III's better designed TPI disk drives step much faster (6ms) than 

the Model I's Shugart drives (30ms).  Hey, every little bit helps, right?   
 

In my real world experience I found very little noticeable difference in 
how a game played, or how quickly a VisiCalc spreadsheet could be re-

calculated, or a Profile III Plus database could be sorted on my Model III 
vs. Model I.  (Yes, I had Profile III Plus HD running on my Model I, if you 

are curious how I did it drop me a line and I'll explain how.)  Sure, if I 
ran proper benchmark programs I could see that the Model III had a 

slight edge over the Model I consistent with the 1.77/2.03MHz speed in-
crease, but the fact was that the Model III was basically as fast as a 

Model I in most real-world usage and again a good candidate for speed-
up to 4MHz or more. 

 

HOLMES SPRINTER III - NOW THE MODEL III's TURN 
 

When you design something and it works well, if you're going to apply it 
to a new-but-similar purpose, you don't start again from scratch, you 

modify and improve the existing successful design.  This is how Holmes 
was able to come up with a Model III version so quickly after the Model I 

version.  Like the Sprinter 1L it was also expensive and it's top speed was 
5.07MHz which required a Z80B CPU and the memory upgraded to 150ns 

chips.  What this meant was that finding a Sprinter III in the wild was a 
tall order.   

 
Eventually one was located and forwarded to Prof-80 in France for Pascal 

to work his magic and produce a reproduction.  After checking it worked 
in his test Model III a reproduction was fabricated and confirmed to be a 

work-alike of the original.  



I was granted the opportunity, like the Sprinter 1L, to make a small num-

ber of these available to the public so as of this moment you can buy ei-
ther in CKD or fully-built form from me.    

 
More than 50% of the parts of the Sprinter III are the same as on the 

Sprinter 1L, but it's quite obvious that the Sprinter-III is overall more 
complex than the 1L.  Installation however is simpler, you just prize out 

the old Z80, plug in the Sprinter-III daughterboard into the Z80 socket, 
and solder the red wire U62/1 on the motherboard.  There is an addi-

tional step which involves a trace cut and an additional (white) wire on 
the motherboard which is worthwhile doing, especially if you want to run 

at 5.07MHz.  Speaking of 5.07MHz, if you want to run at that speed 
make sure you ask for a Z80B from me when ordering, and be aware of 

the additional work which may be required such as replacing your twenty
-four 16K memory chips was faster ones.  If you are aiming to run at 

3.38MHz (which is the same as the first generation Model 4 "Non-Gate 

Array") then a Z80A will suffice and cost you a little less.  
 

"But I thought the Model 4 was a 4MHz computer, Mav?"  While it's true 
the Model 4's CPU runs at 4MHz, the computer itself is designed to run at 

1 wait state (Google it) so the effective performance of the computer is 
around 3.33MHz.  The second generation of Model 4s and 4Ds use the 

gate-array motherboard an run at zero wait states for a genuine 4MHz 
which is why in benchmark tests those computers are slightly faster.  In 

real-world usage, however both feel about the same when I am using 
them. 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Photo: New-Sprinter_III comes ready to install in a TRS-80 Model III 

 



It's a small circuit board with 8 chips in addition to the Z80.  There are a 

number of jumpers relating to speed selection which need to be pre-set 
before installation.  

If you are unsure if your computer will tolerate the fastest speed it's ad-
vised to start at one of the slower speeds and work up to the fastest 

speed.  If you have a later Model III released in 1982 you may already 
have fast enough DRAM chips. 

 
 

Fitted to the computer it looks like this: 
 

 
Photo: New-Sprinter_III installed in my Model III 
   
In the picture above I haven't installed the white cable and trace cut as 

my motherboard is a very late one and the computer runs fine at all 
speeds.  

You can see it currently has a Z80A and I've not noticed any problems at 

5.07MHz in the time that I have used the machine.  It's possible that 
even back in the 8-bit days chips could handle a small amount of over-

clocking (within reason).  
I wouldn't recommend this long term and if your plan it to run at full 

5.07MHz full time to sport for the Z80B chip and have one less thing to 
worry about.    

 



 
Photo: while I was at it I replaced the white curly cable.   
 
Operation of the Sprinter-III is via an OUT statement to port 95, similar to port 

254 on the Sprinter 1L.  This time and even number (between 0 and 254) acti-
vates the high speed and odd number switches it off.  Below is a small program 
which will test that your Sprinter-III is working: 

 
CONCLUSION 

 
Model III owners who like to tinker now have something to do with their com-

puters.  Most of my products focus on the Model I and 4, and apart from FreHD 
and Orch-90, there is very little I have been able to offer to enhance people's 
Model IIIs.  This one is just a bit of fun to see if processor-intensive applications 

can be made noticeably faster.  People interested should email me directly.  
 

Ian Mavric 
ianm@trs-80.com 

Ian Mavric is an IT Specialist who also restores and 
collects TRS-80's and classic cars. He lives with his 

wife and kids in Melbourne, Australia. 
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Orchestra Music for 

the Model I 
 

Ian Mavric 
 
Back in late 2018 I announced that I would be releasing a repro of the 

Orchestra-90 product for the Model III and 4 users and it came out avail-

able for purchase in early 2019.  It's been quite successful and those who 
have them have been happy with it.  It was quickly bought to my atten-

tion via emails from interested parties that the Orch-90 was in fact the 
evolution of a product sold for the Model I originally called the Orchestra-

80, which was monophonic, and its successor the Orchestra-85 which 
was stereophonic.  Naturally, Model I owners were asking if an Orch 

product for them was on the horizon, and I'm happy to say, it finally is.     
 

LOW COST MONO: ORCHESTRA-80 REPRO 
 

Although the Orchestra-90 Stereo Music Synthesizer was sold through 
Radio Shack stores its Model I predecessors were not as widely available, 

so it took me a while to find one that worked.  It was shipped to Prof-80 
for reverse engineering and is a simple little device with 1 chip, a couple 

of capacitors and a bunch of resistors.  Output is in mono and it's a sim-

ple little device for messing around with music synthesis.  I'll be selling 
these for $US38.00+ shipping.      

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

Photo: New_Orchestra-80 



 

Below shows how it's plugged in - notice it faces down?  This is not a 
mistake.  Also if you are using a "stereo" adapter cable like I do, which 

has two RCA plugs on one end and a stereo 3.5mm jack on the other ob-
viously only one channel (or side, if you prefer) will be used.  The other 

just sits unplugged. 
 

 
Photo: New_Orchestra-80 plugged in.  Since it's mono, only 1 
channel is used. 
 
STEREO SOUND FOR THE MODEL I: ORCHESTRA-85 REPRO 

 
It took until last year (2019) for me to finally find and get my hands on 

an Orchestra-85 unit.  Funnily two came up on eBay from the same seller 
in September and unwittingly both Prof-80 and I bought one each.  What 

was interesting about this project was that the one Pascal bought had the 
chip inscriptions removed but the one I bought still had them in place, so 

between them he was able to come up with a fully functional reproduc-
tion which worked great.  Sound wise, it's almost up there with a Orch-

90 on a Model III.  
  



 
 Photo: New_Orchestra-85 

 
Like the mono Orch-80, it plugs in what appears to be oriented upside 

down, and of course uses both stereo channels.  Just comparing the pic-
ture above with the Orch-80 you can see it's much more complex and in 

fact takes as long to construct as an Orch-90 so it carries the same price 
tag of $US60.00+ shipping.   

 
Some of the parts, like the resistor networks (by Beckman, in white) are 

so obsolete they haven't been produced since the 1980s, and actually 
place a limit on how many of these I can build and sell.  Not to worry, 

because if the networks become impossible to find they can be replaced 
with banks of individual resistors. 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

Photo: New_Orchestra-85 plugged into both channels for stereo sound 



 
GOOD NEWS FOR MODEL III/4/4P/4D FreHD OWNERS 
 

Another commonly asked question was whether the Orch-90 would co-
exist with the FreHD on the 50-wire data cable that they both connect to.  

The good news is that yes, I finally got around to testing it and by crimp-
ing an extra IDC connector on the hard drive data cable you can add the 

Orch-90 between the computer and the FreHD and play music that way.  

I made a video of it which is up on YouTube to demo that it works:  
 

https://youtu.be/mvXJ5A7ZRiA 
 

 

 

 

https://youtu.be/mvXJ5A7ZRiA


Yes, my speaker in the video is monophonic and only playing one channel 

but I've since updated to a cable which joins both channels and it does 
sound much better albeit in glorious mono.  

Needless to say most people who buy Orch products are probably using 
them connected to their hi-fi or at least a stereo amplifier connected to 

two speakers, which is how this system is best appreciated. 
 

READY >_  
 

Stand by, in the following months I'll get around to testing the Orch-80 
and 85 on a Model I which has a FreHD connected and be able to advise 

if the same good luck prevails and they co-exist with the FreHD on the 
same bus.  The bus on the Model I works a little differently to the bus on 

the Model III/4 so the results may differ.  Fingers crossed.  
 

 

Ian Mavric 
 

ianm@trs-80.com 

Ian Mavric is an IT Specialist who also restores and 
collects TRS-80's and classic cars. He lives with his 

wife and kids in Melbourne, Australia. 

 

Please note, it’s on a 1st come, 1st served basis only 





The BEST in TRS-80s 
Call The Right Stuff 

 

Ask for Ian 

The number is +61 416 184 893 
 

That's The Right Stuff 

And he's in Melbourne  

http://members.iinet.net.au/~ianmav/trs80/ 
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TRS-80 Model 4 drive re-alignment 
Tezza 

 

Introduction 

The TRS-80 Model 4 in my collection is one of my all-time favourite mi-
crocomputers. However, it's recently needed some work. Here's what 

happened... 
It started out as a normal day at the office. I was using the machine to 

check out a spare external floppy disk drive, which seemed to have a fail-
ing drive motor. The self-booting software I was using was called "Floppy 

Doctor" This (highly useful) program tests various functions of a nomi-
nated drive. 

The software largely runs in memory but at one point in the checkout I 
needed to reload the program by booting the computer. I hit the big or-

ange button to reboot but rather than the sweet sounds of a stepper mo-
tor doing its thing there was a loud, disturbing clattering sound. The 

drive had never sounded like that before. Booting was unsuccessful, so I 
pushed the big red reboot button again. This time the drive sounded nor-

mal but the software wouldn't load!? 

In fact, none of my boot disks would load! By now I was getting quite 
worried. Drive 0 seemed inoperable. 

 
Figure 1. Drive 0 simply stopped loading stuff! 

 
A test with FreHD points to disk alignment 

Given that the boot drive had stopped working I couldn't load Floppy 
Doctor to check out this drive, neither could I even load a DOS to see if I 

could format a disk. I could hear the disk spinning and the stepper motor 

seeking though. Things sounded normal. I wondered if it was a speed or 
alignment issue? 



 
Figure 2. FreHD hard disk emulator (at the side) 

 
Luckily, I have a self-booting FreHD hard disk emulator for this machine. 

With this wired up, I booted the computer then attempted to copy a disk 
containing LDOS from drive 1 to drive 0. This seemed to work with no er-

rors. Indeed, I could even boot the machine using this newly copied disk 
in drive 0! However, I could NOT read the disk at all in drive 1, only in 

drive 0. The conclusion: there was a compatibility problem, which pointed 

to either faulty speed or alignment in drive 0 as being the issue. Other 
aspects of the drive seemed to work fine. 

Swapping drives 0 and 1 
I needed to get Floppy Doctor loaded to get more information on the er-

rant drive. As the version of Floppy Doctor I had could only be loaded by 
booting from a disk in drive 0, I needed to swap the two drives over. The 

working drive 1 would then become drive 0. 
This involved opening up the machine and removing the case, a delicate 

operation as it's easy to snag the neck of the tube amongst the cables 
around the PSU. However, this was soon done and I set about swapping 

over the drives (Figure 3). The Model 4 drive selection is done by remov-
ing select cable pins so no jumper changes were required on the drives 

themselves. 
While I had the drives out I cleaned and greased the rails just in case this 

was the issue. I also looked for any pieces of broken plastics or dead in-

sects that may have got caught in the drive thus causing it to go out of 
whack! Nothing looked amiss. 

https://www.classic-computers.org.nz/blog/2014-05-08-FreHD-and-my-model4.htm


 
Figure 3. Starting to swap over the drives 

 
Testing the faulty drive with floppy doctor 

With the previous drive 1 now as drive 0 and vice versa, I gave the mis-
behaving drive a complete test with Floppy Doctor. Astonishingly, the re-

sults showed no errors whatsoever (Figure 4). Yet the drive stubbornly 
would still not read any of my disks. Further evidence that it was a speed 

or alignment issue! 

 
 

 
Figure 4. The incompatible drive (now drive 1) passes its tests with flying 

colours!?? 



 

Further checking with the drive removed from the bay 
It was impossible to check the speed (using the patterns on the flywheel) 

with the drive in the drive bay. I had to remove it but there was a prob-
lem. The disk cable stretching between drive 0 and the disk controller 

had no slack in it (Figure 5) so I couldn't turn the drive upside down. 
 

 
Figure 5. Disk bay showing disk 1 connector. An extension is needed. 

 

Fortunately in the spare parts box I had a floppy disk cable with a card 
edge adaptor (Figure 6). This let me examine the drive out of the drive 

bay and on the bench, while still connected to the computer. 
 

 
Figure 6. Card edge adaptor in a floppy disk cable. 



 

I checked the drive for speed. It was a little slow but should have been 
within tolerance. Anyway, I adjusted the speed to exactly right, but it 

didn't cure the incompatibility. Alignment was next on the list. 
 

 
Figure 7. Next step: Re-alignment using Floppy Doctor 

 

Alignment using Floppy Doctor and the "Avery method" 
Aligning a 5.25 inch disk drive normally takes a special disk designed for 

the purpose. However, there is a hack available which was introduced to 
me by a friend, Philip Avery. In fact he wrote an article on it which is 

hosted on this site. 
 

Philip's problem drive was from a Kaypro II but it was exactly the same 

type of drive I had in the Model 4: A Tandon M100 -2A. The basic idea is 
to use Floppy Doctor to park the head over a track midway down a disk 

previously written by a good drive, and check the signal with an oscillo-
scope. If the drive alignment is good, a strong signal will be seen. If mis-

aligned, the signal would likely be between tracks and therefore weak. 
It's then just a matter of adjusting the alignment until the signal seems 

strong (therefore now over a track).  
 

The final step is to check that the realignment has selected the correct 
track rather than one adjacent. 

https://www.classic-computers.org.nz/blog/2010-06-28-alignment-tandon-m100.htm
https://www.classic-computers.org.nz/blog/2010-06-28-alignment-tandon-m100.htm


 
Figure 8. Floppy Doctor reading the signal from track 20 (14Hex) 

 

With the scope attached to test points on drive 1, a floppy disk formatted 
on the good drive was inserted and Floppy Doctor instructed to sit over 

track 20 (14 Hex) and read data. To my surprise, the scope showed a 
strong signal (Figure 9). If misaligned, I'd expected to see a weak signal 

as it would be reading between the tracks not over one. Tweaking the 
alignment screw confirmed I was indeed sitting directly over a track. 

 

 
Figure 9. Scope positioned over a track showing a strong signal 



Weird, but given all the other evidence I was convinced it was an align-

ment issue. I wondered if perhaps the misalignment was off a whole 
track! In other words, what I was seeing was actually track 19 or 21 on 

the floppy. I had nothing to lose so I turned the alignment screw clock-
wise until I saw the signal drop off, then rise again indicating I was now 

sitting over an adjacent track. 
 

But was it the right one? If my theory was right, the drive was now either 
aligned correctly or was now two tracks out. Either that, or the problem 

wasn't alignment at all! 
 

Checking the re-alignment 
An easy way to check the re-alignment was to simply insert one of my 

software disks in drive 1 (the faulty drive) and see if the disk could be 
read. To my delight, the drive read all five existing disks I tested it with. 

I then copied LDOS onto a blank disk in drive 1, the booted the machine 

with that disk in drive 0. It was no longer faulty! 
 

 
Figure 10. Panik loaded from the re-aligned disk 

 
The drive now seemed fine. I decided to keep it as drive 1 rather than its 

original drive 0 in case it suddenly threw a fit again. Drive 1 is not as 
critical as drive 0, which is the boot drive. Hopefully it will be ok from 

now on. 



Reflections 

I still don't know why the drive went out of alignment like that and by a 
whole track? There was an unusual noise at the time so something bad 

was definitely going on. Who knows, maybe it will do it again. Anyway, 
it's working now and I had fun dragging the 'scope out and putting it to 

some use. The "Avery Method" is a good hack for drives like this on a 
TRS-80. 

 

 
Figure 11. Meteor Mission anyone? 

 

Terry Stewart - https://www.classic-computers.org.nz/  

https://www.classic-computers.org.nz/
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MODEL I AND IT'S NUMERICAL KEYPAD 

by Ian Mavric 
 

Even in 2020 I still read posts on various forums about the TRS-80 Model 
I and one of the common misconceptions regularly repeated is that the 

Level I computer had no numerical keypad and the Level II came with 
one.  This article aims to set the record straight, and provide me a point 

to which I can direct people who want the proper explanation.  TL;DR 
both Level machines could be had with or without the keypad.  

 
TWO DIFFERENT KEYBOARDS FROM TWO MANUFACTURERS 

 

First things first, lets get it into context.  The Model I was designed from 
late 1976 to mid-1977 and when a keyboard was required, rather than 

design their own, RS just sourced a 53-key keyboard already in existence 
made Hi-Tek.  These are known as the keybounce keyboard and was in-

cluded with computers from the introduction of the system in August 
1977, until early 1979.  Initially the keybounce wasn't a problem because 

Level I has no key rollover but that all changed when Level II came 
along.  Level II has a very fast key roll-over and the shortcomings of the 

keyboard manifested themselves as multiple key repetitions for a single 
key press.  It turned out the tines inside each key switch would some-

times bounce off each other and the key polling routine would take that 
as two, very rapid, presses.  Software could be used to fix the problem 

by changing the polling speed but the general consensus was the key-
board was less than ideal. 

 



 
Photo: the original Hi-Tek keybounce keyboard from 1977-early 1979 

 
This needs to be put into proper context of the time and we need to re-

member the keyboard was miles ahead of the Commodore PET 2001 key-
board and even the Apple ][ keyboard (which lacked up and down keys).  

Of the computer keyboards available from 1977-78, even with its limita-
tions the Model I keyboard was one of the best. 

 

As pointed out, 1978 brought the Level II upgrade and by early 1978 Ra-
dio Shack was selling the Model I in 4 configurations: 4K Level I, 16K 

Level I, 4K Level II and 16K Level II.  All these came with no numeric 
keypad and in mid-1978 a keypad was offered (cat. no. 26-1103) which 

mounted next to the existing keyboard and had fly-wires connected to 
matching keys on it.  At various times Radio Shack offered specials to 

Model I owners such as 16K Ram+keypad upgrade (26-1101) so at the 
same time the computer's memory was upgraded the keypad was also 

installed.  This was very popular so many of the 16K Level II units out 
there have keypads. 

 



 

 
Photo: add-on Hi-Tek numeric keypad 26-1103 (key caps removed) 

 
At some Hi-Tek made a new version of it's keyboard available to Radio 

Shack that was longer and had the keypad integrated into it.  Unfortu-
nately, it was still bouncy.  At various times when RS wanted to make a 

special offer "Buy a TRS-80 and we'll include a numerical keypad for free!  
Save $79!" like at Christmas time, that's where computers with the one-

piece keyboard with integrated number pad came from.   
 

ALPS - A PROPER KEYBOARD FROM JAPAN 
 

Around late 1978 or early 1979 the supplier for the keybounce keyboard 
either lost the contractor or ran out of keyboard or any other reason 

Tandy changed to a different keyboard supplier, ALPS.  ALPS is from Ja-
pan and made high quality key switches conducive to long hours of typ-

ing at high speed.  The keyswitches also didn't bounce.  ALPS keyboards 

are used in a large number of high-end workstations and even today the 
key switches are highly regarded.  It was a real coup for the Model I to 

get these keyboards (moving forward the Model III and first version of 
the Model 4 would also get ALPS keyboards and were among the nicest 

microcomputers to type on until the IBM PC and its famous Model F and 
M clicky keyboards came along). 

 



 
Photo: the ALPS keyboard from early 1979 onwards 

 
To continue to be able to offer the numerical keypad as an option (a nice 

little $79 earner for Radio Shack) the Model I was still available in all four 
configurations without a keypad but with the ALPS keyboard.  When you 

open these computers you can see the keyboard spans the whole width 
of the case but below the nameplate of the computer are 12 holes where 

the individual key switches are missing.  Thusly the numerical keyboard 
kit (still called cat. no. 26-1103) now comprised of 12 key switches and 

caps, which plugged into the 12 vacant holes and solder each of the legs 
to the circuit board. 

 
Photo: ALPS keyboard with empty keypad holes on a later production 

(1979) 4K Level I (26-1001) computer   



  

By 1979 and for the rest of the production life of the Model I the 16K 
Level II (the most popular configuration) came standard with the ALPS 

keyboard which had the numerical keypad.  This probably came about 
with the imminent release of the Model III which has a numerical keypad 

as standard, in an effort to keep the aging machine appealing to buyers.   

 
 
At various times when the warehouses were too full of lower spec ma-

chines Tandy would offer them with the keypad for free to move stagnant 
stock.  Every year at Christmas in Australia Tandy Electronics offered the 

4K Level I computer with a keypad and special green screen monitor to 
sweeten the deal and get stock moving.  I saw many of these as 5 min 

after they were sold as people would bring them to me to upgrade them 
with 16K and Level II cheaper than Tandy would do it. 

 

People may recall an article I wrote some years ago about the Japanese 
Model I which was never sold in the USA and made by TEC.  It too fea-

tured an ALPS keyboard complete with numerical keypad and that was 
the only way you could buy it.  TEC had the foresight to make the key-

board disconnectable, rather than the permanently connected keyboard 
of the US Model I. 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

Photo: TEC  "Made in Japan" Model I with ALPS keyboard on a tan PCB 
 



 

BLACK BEZEL REPLACEMENT 
 

The keypad is the same shape as the Radio Shack TRS-80 Micro Com-
puter System Nameplate but Radio Shack didn't cut a hole in it when in-

stalling the keyboard.  The kits included a complete new black bezel 
which had a new thinline nameplate put across the top of the bezel.  This 

style of nameplate (wide not blocky) made it's way onto the Model III, 4, 
4P, Coco.  Occasionally you see a Model I which has a keypad and is 

missing the thinline nameplate.  Look carefully at the cutout for the key-
pad, I bet the computer's original owner added their own pad and cut the 

hole in it themselves.  
 

 
Photo: Standard bezel (below) gets replaced with keypad bezel (top) 
 

CONCLUSION 
 

While I'm sure the Level I/no keypad vs. Level II/comes with keypad de-
bate will continue to be debated in perpetuity, I hope that this article 

helps to explain that it's not that simple.  At various times both machines 
could be bought with or without a keypad and an upgrade kit (cat. no. 26

-1103) was always available to those who wished to upgrade their sys-
tems to facilitate speedier number entry. 

 

Ian Mavric 
ianm@trs-80.com 





THE RETRO SEARCH IS BACK UP 
  

 Great news - searching for TRS-80 stuff just got easier - The Retro  Search is back up. 

  

The Retro Search is a specialised search engine indexing TRS-80 resources across the 

internet. We currently index a range of web resources (over 80 at this stage) but are 

always on the lookout for  more. You can see what we currently index on our listings 

page and if we're missing something please use our contact page to let us know. 

  

It's taken some time to get something running in my own right since Google pulled the 

plug on its paid (ad free) version of Google but it's been worth the effort and sweat not 

to mention the rewards in overcoming the difficulties and complexities in indexing many 

sites from a home PC. It's been challenging but I finally got it to a deployable state. I 

still have a few issues to address which are more related to the state of the site I'm 

indexing but I continue to tweak settings to address this so over time it should get 

better still. I'll call it "work in progress" because I can still see some more opportunities 

for improvement to help you find the right TRS-80 stuff. 

  

Check the site out at www.theretrosearch.com 

  

 If you want to be notified when there are updates to the site then 

 follow @theretrosearch on Twitter. 

  

For TRS8BIT readers you can contact me direct at trash80@internode.on.net if you have 

any queries or suggestions about 

The Retro Search.  Kevin Parker - Search Master 

>  



A  Portable TRS-80 Model-1 

Rence - https://trs80.nl/  
 

A Portable TRS-80 Model-1 is built into a plywood enclosure of 

about 42 x 36 x 7 cm (W x D x H), consisting of a keyboard, a do-it

-yourself power supply, an Extension board and a 7" TFT-monitor. 

Left side view, closed lid:

 
This TRS-80 Model-1 Level II has lower case, 256k RAM, Selec-

tor (to address the RAM and to switch to CP/M mode) and 3x 

speed-up (real 5.3 MHz, no wait states or anything like that). A Re-

set button (NMI) and a Switch to select low (1.77MHz) or high 

speed (5.3MHz) are mounted on the back of the keyboard. The rib-

bon cable between Keyboard and Extension board can be seen on 

the left side. 

The Extension board provides a CF-Card/IDE hard disk interface, 

USB mass storage (two USB ports), a bidirectional 8-bit parallel 

port, and an interrupt driven 25 ms (40 Hz) heartbeat. These two 

USB ports and the bidirectional parallel port are exposed on the left 

side of the enclosure. 

https://trs80.nl/


The USB ports can be used for FAT-16 or FAT-32 formatted mass 

storage devices, like memory sticks. A file copy program is written 

in Basic (listing available). If proper drivers are used, other USB- 

devices might be connected, such as USB-mice or any other (slave) 

(serial) USB-device. 

 

The bidirectional 8-bit parallel port can be used as a standard TRS-

80 printer port. In addition it may be used in full duplex mode with 

8-bits output and input with separate strobe and status. The 8-bits 

input are latched and may be used interrupt driven (software and/or 

driver not yet available). With a proper cross cable, the input side 

may be used to receive another computer’s printer output. 

If a real TRS-80 Expansion Interface (EI) is connected, the bi-

directional 8-bit parallel port and the heartbeat function can be dis-

abled under software control to avoid conflicts with the heartbeat 

and printer port in the EI. Yet, even with a real EI connected, the 

computer can directly boot from the CF- card. 

Right side view, closed lid:

 



The right side has a power on-off switch, a USB 2A 5V power out-

let and a cooling plate. 

 

The USB power outlet may be used to charge USB-devices like 

MP3-players (might be used as an alternative cassette player), 

(smart-)phones and so on. In addition, it may be used as a power 

supply for additional hardware. 

 

The cooling plate consists of an aluminium angle profile, that is 

used to cool a 7805 (5V Extension board) and a 7812 (12V TFT-

monitor) DC power stabilisation. 

The power cord may be stowed away under the lid, winded around 

the 7"TFT-monitor. 

 

In use, left and (over), right side view: 

 



 
In use, front view: 

 

 



The hard disk volumes of this CF-card are configured as follows: 

1) Newdos/80 (a bootable modified version of Newdos 2.5) 

2) Several volumes with TRS-80 programs and games 

3) LDOS 5.3 

One might switch between Newdos and LDOS operating systems 

at will. 

Newdos has a command “LDOS,” that switches to LDOS. LDOS 

has a command “Newdos,” that switches to Newdos. 

The hard disk data volumes (with programs and games) are com-

mon to Newdos and LDOS. 

 

Inside view: 

 

 



The power supply (on the right) supplies power for the M1-

keyboard, a TRS-80 Expansion Interface (if present), the Extension 

board, the 7" TFT (car rear view) Monitor, and a 5V, 2A USB-

connector for additional hardware or to power or charge USB de-

vices, like (smart-)phones, USB-fan, USB-lamp, or any other USB 

device that needs a power supply (2A max). 

 

The Extension board supports an IDE-interface (any IDE mass 

storage device), a USB-interface (currently for mass storage de-

vices), a bidirectional 8-bit parallel port and a 25 ms, 40 Hz heart-

beat.  

As such, it replaces the Expansion Interface except for Floppy 

drives, 2nd cass. recorder and RS-232. 

 

Inside view, close up: 

 

 
 

On the left, the Extension board with (CF-card) IDE interface, par-

allel port, USB-interface and 25 ms heartbeat. A (standard) TRS-80 

Model-1 Expansion Interface may be connected to the connector 

next to the ribbon cable. 



In the centre a single 2 x 6V, 4.16A, 50W transformer. 

On the right the power supply with 2 diodes to get 5V DC from the 

centre tapped 2 x 6V windings. A 7805 is used to stabilize the 5V 

for the Extension board and a DC-DC step-down buck converter is 

used for the 5V 2A external USB power connector. To get 12V DC, 

voltage doubling is obtained, using a bridge rectifier. A 7812 is 

used to stabilize the 12V for the 7" car rear view TFT monitor (150 

mA). 

 

Both the 7805 and the 7812 are mounted to the same aluminium 

angle profile for cooling (one part of this angle profile can be seen 

from the outside of the enclosure). 











Differences between the French  
language AZERTY vs. English QWERTY Keyboards 

 

 
 

After the Model I sales In France, the coming out of the model III and 
later models, Tandy licensed a manufacturer called “MATRA” to 

manufacture the computers, and so the new French Language AZERTY 

keyboards made their appearance on the TRS-80 Computers, which as 
you will see, even though it was a troublesome solution of poor hardware 

and software, it continued to be manufactured until the end on the Model 
4P. 

 
A little History First, then Details on the hardware side… 

 

- The Model III - 

 

The move from QWERTY to AZERTY was not one done only by software, 
but by major difference in keyboard hardware. These changes, will 

plague from the start, the AZERTY keyboard owners. 
 

A Large majority of available software, which were conceived for the 
QWERTY keyboards created a number of issues; 

 
- a Special version of the TRSDOS was required, TRSDOS 1.31F 

 
- often the hardware was flaky in production, keys failed early or 

keyboard entirely stopped working after only a few hours of usage. 
 

- a large majority of software packages from Tandy and 3rd Party 

software designers, refuse to run on the new French DOS version.  
 

- the change over of the M3 PROMs to support the Azerty keyboard 
meant that a quick “keyboard swap” was not possible. 

 
 

- EPROM Differences  - 

 

AZERTY   QWERTY 

U104 = 8041364  U104 = 8041364 
U105 = 8040332  U105 = 8040332 

            8040372 
U106 = 8049001   U106 = 8040316B 

        U36  = 8040316 
 

 
 



- The Model 4 - 

 
Matra continues to manufacture the TRS-80 in France with the AZERTY 

keyboards, as previously discovered, the quality and issues with software 
and hardware related plagued this keyboard definition. 

 
- Even with the TRSDOS 6.01.01F the operating system continues to 

have problems running “Qwerty” designed programs. 

 
- The Hardware changes affect not only the EPROMS, but the connectivity 

of the keyboard to the system due to additional “requirements” 
 

- EPROM Differences  - 

 

AZERTY  QWERTY 

U68 = 8041364 U68 = 8041364 
U69 = 8040332 U69 = 8040332 

U70 = 8049003 U70 = 8042316 
U23 = 8049007 U23 = 8044316 

 
 

 
 

At this point, it was found on the forums how to convert to a Qwerty 
Keyboards; 

 
- change to a QWERTY keyboard and cover plate 

- Replace all 3 EPROMS with a QWERTY EPROM set 
- replace the EPROM for character Generator. 



 

The Model 4P 

 

When this model came out 3 keyboards where suggested 
Qwerty for American/English,  

Qwertz for the Germans, and 
AZERTY for the French. 

 

Even though it was English or French or German operating System, this 
Model did not sell well in France from the get go; 

  
- The continual plague of the American Qwerty software refusing to run 

properly was in part a large cause for this downfall. 
 

- The TRSDOS is now a Special (many changes to the sys files) French 
AZERTY dos (6.01.1F) with ModelF/III (instead of Modela/III for English 

 
- A number of hardware, such as; the high resolution graphic cards, 

refuse to operate with this new Operating system. 
 

- The last revision of this TRSDOS is 6.01.1F and no further updates 
beyond 1986 on this DOS. 

 

The QWERTY LDOS continued to be updated until 1991 (I.E: LSDOS 
6.31H), 

 
This last DOS (v6.31) had available to a F or G “keyboard driver” Update 

DOS floppy as indicated in the Misosys newsletter from the 91/92 Winter 
edition 

 
 

Hardware Differences; 
 

The number of keys and control & shift key 
combinations to generate the accents 

alphabet, requires more “expanded” 
keyboard control Boards, as you see in the 

pictures on the next page. 

 
 

Also the connectors between the Qwerty 
Keyboard and AZERTY keyboard are no 

longer identical as the French ones requires 
20 pins against only 16 for the Qwerty one. 

 



All in all the Azerty keyboard TRS-80 mostly sold in France, Belgium and 

some exported elsewhere, but a large proportion of French speaking 
users used the Qwerty Keyboard for compatibility sake. 

 
References: prof-80.fr, system-cfg.com, tim-mann.org/trs80.html & Others. 

https://system-cfg.com/


-Improved version of the established Grafyx Solution GX 4.2 board 
-640x240 resolution for a total of 153,600 pixels, High Bandwidth 

-Easy install in minutes inside your Model 4/Gate-Array Model 4/4P/4D 
-Compatible with most M3 and M4 Hi-Res software for Radio Shack HRG 

-Designed in Belgium and proudly built and shipped from Australia or UK 
 

Order yours today exclusively from: 
  

UK and EU: BetaGamma Computing: bgialopsos@aol.com  
 

Rest of the world: http://members.iinet.net.au/~ianmav/hires/hires.htm 

LOOKING FOR HIGH-RESOLUTION GRAPHICS 
FOR YOUR TRS-80 MODEL 4/4P/4D? 

 
Then you simply must have the 

 

"Improved Grafyx Resolution 
Solution!" 





“Quinnterface” Mini Expansion Interface for 
16K Model 1 FreHD users. 

 
- COMPLETLY ASSEMBLED AND TESTED - 

This is THE perfect device for all Model 1 users who own a 16K 
Level II unit, (which is most of us!), but no Expansion 

Interface or disk drives, especially if you don't want to modify 
your M1 with upgraded boot ROM or memory upgrade. 

 
The ‘Quinnterface’, developed by J. Andrew Quinn from New 
Zealand, adds 32K RAM and auto-boot functionality to you 

FreHD. 
 
 

U.K. And Europe, contact Bas. at BetaGamma Computing.  
U.S.A. And rest of the world, contact Mav. At “The Right Stuff” 



LOOKING FOR FAST, 

INEXPENSIVE, UNLIMITED MASS 

STORAGE FOR YOUR TRS-80 

MODEL I/III/4/4P/4D? 
 

The amazing 
 

"FreHD"

 
 

 

 
 

 

-Emulates a TRS-80 hard drive, but faster than any hard drive! 

-Works with your favourite DOS (LS-DOS, LDOS, CP/M, Newdos/80 2.5) 

-Uses SD card for storage medium 

-Bonus free Real Time Clock function! 

-Designed in Belgium and proudly built and shipped from Australia 

-Kit form or fully assembled 

 

 

Order yours today 

http://members.iinet.net.au/~ianmav/trs80/ 



 

Two new lowercase modifications for the TRS-80 Model I 

only  $45ea! 

 

Single line descenders          3-line descenders 

Which do I need?  Micro-LC-80 requires one trace cut and two wires 

soldered (just like Tandy's old kit). 

New Gendon requires more cuts and soldering but the result is the more 

pleasing 3-line descenders.   

 

Instructions included for both.  

 

ORDER YOURS TO-DAY!  ianm@trs-80.com 
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IN MAV'S WORKSHOP 

 
REVISITING THE CN80 MODEL 4 MOUSE 

PROJECT - PART 3. 

 
by Ian Mavric 

 
 

 
LAST TIME 

 
In Part 2 of this series I covered the December 1990 article from CN80 

which was concerned with how you use software to read the  serial 

mouse connected to the Model 4/4P/4D.  By reading the mouse you can 
incorporate the device into your programs, opening up a new way to 

input or selection functions in your programs.     
 

Moving into 1991 things went a little quiet for a while, but in the 2nd half 
of the year the mouse coverage returned and I'll present these articles 

again as they appeared, and add commentary after each. 
 

"MDRAW II from Volume # M4HRZ23" from CN80 AUGUST 1991 
Vol 4 Issue 8 



 

   
DRAW was a basic drawing program 

for the Model 4 written in Basic in 
the 1980s.  Over the years it was 

modified into TRSDRAW/BAS then 
MDRAW/BAS.  Finally it was 

improved into MDRAW II which uses 
a serial mouse.   

 
 

Later drawing programs written in 
assembly language did a better job 

and approximated what we expect 
from a GUI based program (I'm 

talking about MagicDraw here, which 

we'd have to wait 2.5 more years 
for). 

 
Those interested in trying out 

MDRAW II can pick up a copy from 
here: http://members.iinet.net.au/

~ianmav/hires/HR22.zip 
 

"NEW MOUSE DRIVER / MTK: A 
MOUSE-TO-KEYBOARD 

INTERFACE" from CN80 
OCTOBER 1991 Vol 4 Issue 10 

http://members.iinet.net.au/~ianmav/hires/HR22.zip
http://members.iinet.net.au/~ianmav/hires/HR22.zip


 

 



 
 



This article marks the first reference (release) of MTK which was 

mentioned last month.  MTK allows the mouse to mimic keyboard 
functions, so for example if programs rely mainly on arrow keys and 

Spacebar and Enter keys, MTK can be set up to accomplish the same 
thing.  The article goes on to explain how it can be used in programs.   

 
People looking for MTK can find a copy from here: http://

members.iinet.net.au/~ianmav/downloads/MTK.zip 
 

"MOUSIN' AROUND WITH POSTMASTER" from CN80 NOVEMBER 
1991 Vol 4 Issue 11 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

  
                       

http://members.iinet.net.au/~ianmav/downloads/MTK.zip
http://members.iinet.net.au/~ianmav/downloads/MTK.zip


 
You may be familiar with David P. Miller's great PostMaster program, 

which is a Model 4 version of Print Master for the Apple (and other 
platforms) computer.   

 
PostMaster was one of the first programs which radically changed the 

menu style and operation was mainly by arrow keys and the Enter key so 
it was a natural to use with MTK.  

 
My website has had PostMaster available for download for some time: 

http://members.iinet.net.au/~ianmav/hires/POSTMAST.zip 

 

http://members.iinet.net.au/~ianmav/hires/POSTMAST.zip


 

 
 

"MOUSING AROUND" from CN80 DECEMBER 1991 Vol 4 Issue 12 
 

 
 

 
 



 



Ian Mavric is an IT Specialist who also restores and 
collects TRS-80's and classic cars. He lives with his 

wife and kids in Melbourne, Australia. 

 
 

More important information about the usage of MTK.  At the time there 
serial mice were available in two flavours, 2-button and 3-button.  The 

world never really settled on one over the other because Microsoft 
pioneered 2-button mice and other companies like Logitech sold 3-button 

mice.  Not many programs in the MS-DOS/Windows world used the 3rd 
button in order to maintain compatibility with 2-button mice, but it made 

programming MOUSE+ and MTK for the Model 4 a little more difficult for 

David Goben, so that the programs both worked with either type of 
mouse.   

 
FOR THOSE IN A HURRY TO GET PLAYING AROUND WITH A 

MOUSE 
 

Check the downloads page on my web site (http://members.iinet.net.au/

~ianmav/trs80/downloads.htm) as by the time this article goes to print I'll 

upload relevant software for experimenters to try out in readiness for the 
next article.  For those who wish to skip all the tech articles, download 

MagicDraw from my Hi-Res downloads page (http://members.iinet.net.au/

~ianmav/hires/hires.htm) but remember it needs 128K, a HRG board, and 

LS-DOS 6.3.1 in addition to the mouse.   
 

NEXT TIME: 

 
I'll continue looking by into 1992 articles from CN80 with a focus on the 

outcome of the Mouse House Contest.  (see next page). In November 
and December 1991 CN80 ran a contest to see who could make the best 

list of programs which worked with MTK.  This should give anyone 
interested in using a mouse a good starting point of software titles to try 

out. 
 

Ian Mavric 
 

ianm@trs-80.com 

http://members.iinet.net.au/~ianmav/trs80/downloads.htm
http://members.iinet.net.au/~ianmav/trs80/downloads.htm
http://members.iinet.net.au/~ianmav/hires/hires.htm
http://members.iinet.net.au/~ianmav/hires/hires.htm
























 

 

Requirements 
The FC5025 connects to any computer's USB 2.0 or USB 1.1 port. Compatible 

software is required; see below for system requirements for the included soft-

ware. 

The FC5025 is USB powered. Power from USB runs only the FC5025 itself; 

you must supply power to the drive mechanism separately, such as from your 

computer's power supply. 

The FC5025 is sold as a controller board only without a drive mechanism. It 

has been tested to work well with the TEAC FD-55GFR drive and should also 

work with most other PC-style 5.25" drives. (Note: the included software ex-

pects a 1.2M drive, even when reading 360k disks.) 

Limitations 
 The FC5025 is read-only. It cannot write to floppies. 

 The FC5025 may be unable to read disks that are damaged or copy-

protected. 

 The FC5025 is intended for 5.25" disks only, not 3.5" or 8" disks. 

Most PC-style drives can't read the second side of "flippy" disks 

(more information on flippy disks here). 

FC5025 USB 5.25" floppy controller  

http://www.deviceside.com/fc5025.html  

http://www.deviceside.com/fc5025.html#swreq
http://www.deviceside.com/fc5025.html#swreq
http://www.deviceside.com/flippy.html
http://www.deviceside.com/fc5025.html


 

Included Software 
The FC5025 includes a graphical Disk Image and Browse tool for Linux, Mac OS 

X and Windows. This program allows you to make an image copy of an inserted 

floppy, suitable for use under emulators or for archival use. On some but not all 

types of disks, the Disk Image and Browse tool can also display a file listing and 

copy individual files from the disk. Screenshots of the Disk Image and Browse tool 

are available. 

Command line image and browse tools are also included for Linux and Mac OS X. 

The included software runs on the following platforms: 

 Linux (tested on 2.6.24 x86) 

 Mac OS X (tested on PPC 10.4.11 Tiger, Intel 10.6.4 Snow Leopard, Intel 10.7.2 

Lion, Intel 10.8.2 Mountain Lion and Intel 10.12.6 Sierra) 

 Windows (tested on 98SE, XP SP3, Windows 7 32-bit and 64-bit, and Windows 

8 32-bit and 64-bit) 

Untested platforms are not guaranteed to work. 

As of March 2013, the included software supports the following types of disk: 

 Apple DOS 3.2 (13-sector) 

 Apple DOS 3.3 (16-sector) 

 Apple ProDOS 

 Atari 810 

 Calcomp Vistagraphics 4500 

 Commodore 1541 

 Kaypro 2 CP/M 2.2 

 Kaypro 4 CP/M 2.2 

 MS-DOS 

 Motorola VersaDOS 

 North Star MDS-A-D 

 PMC MicroMate 

 Tandy Color Computer Disk BASIC 

 TI-99/4A 

Filesystem browse capability exists for ProDOS, MS-DOS, Kaypro, PMC Mi-

croMate, Disk BASIC and VersaDOS disks. 

Support for Kaypro, Calcomp, PMC and Tandy disks was added after the initial 

product introduction. Existing customers can download a driver update to read 

these disks. 

In the future, additional platforms and disk formats may become supported through 

software updates or third-party software. 

http://www.deviceside.com/screenshots.html
http://www.deviceside.com/drivers.html


Image file compatibility 
Disk images produced by the FC5025 are compatible with the following soft-

ware: 

For Apple DOS 3.3 and ProDOS disk images: 

AppleWin Apple IIe emulator (free/open-source, for Windows) 

CiderPress disk image manager (free/open-source, for Windows) 

KEGS Apple IIgs emulator (free/open-source, for Linux/Mac/Windows) 

Sweet16 Apple IIgs emulator (freeware, for Mac OS X) 

Virtual ][ Apple II/II+/IIe emulator (commercial, free evaluation, for Mac OS 

X) 

..and many others! 

The software included with the FC5025 also has a built-in browse mode for 

copying individual files from ProDOS disks. 

 

For Commodore 1541 disk images: 

VICE Commodore 64 emulator (free/open-source, for Linux/Mac/Windows/

others) 

 

For MS-DOS disk images: 

DOSBox MS-DOS emulator (free/open-source, for Linux/Mac/Windows/

others)Use a command like "imgmount a disk.img -t floppy" from the DOS-

Box prompt. 

 Mac OS X Finder - double-click the .img file to access the contents 

 mtools disk utilities (free/open-source, for Linux/others)Use commands like 

"mdir -i disk.img ::". 

WinImage disk image manager (commercial, 30-day free evaluation, for Win-

dows) 

7-Zip file archiver (free/open-source, for Windows/others) - works only with 

1.2M disks, not 360kwww.7-zip.org is the official 7-Zip site, avoid other 

lookalike sites 

 The software included with the FC5025 also has a built-in browse mode for 

copying individual files from MS-DOS disks. 

For TI-99/4A disk images: 

V9T9 TI-99/4A emulator (shareware, for MS-DOS) 

Win994a TI-99/4A simulator (freeware, for Windows)Give your disk image 

filenames an extension of .TIDisk to use them in Win994a. 

Device Side Data is not affiliated with the software vendors in this list. 

http://applewin.berlios.de/
http://ciderpress.sourceforge.net/
http://kegs.sourceforge.net/
http://www.sheppyware.net/software-mac/sweet16/
http://www.virtualii.com/
http://www.viceteam.org/
http://www.dosbox.com/information.php
http://www.winimage.com/
http://www.7-zip.org/
http://www.99er.net/emul.shtml#V9T9
http://www.99er.net/win994a.shtml


Specifications 

Form factor Printed circuit board 

Dimensions 
3.9"x1.3" (approx. 99mmx33mm) 

Mounts in HDD bay 

Host interface USB 2.0 full-speed 12Mbps, USB 1.1 compatible 

Drive interface 34 pin 

Drive compatibility TEAC FD-55GFR or equivalent 

Number of drives supported One per FC5025 

Power requirements 

FC5025: <100mA 

Drive mechanism must be powered separately 

No power sequencing requirements 

Connectors USB type B, 34-pin dual-row header 

Disk transfer rates 

GCR: 167kbps-333kbps (Apple), 167kbps-370kbps 

(Commodore) 

FM: 56kbps-250kbps 

MFM: 250kbps, 300kbps, 500kbps 

Write support None - read-only controller 

Command set Vendor specific (see developer documentation) 

Data transfer method 

FC5025 locates desired sector, performs clock recovery and 

sends all clock and data bits to host 

Host discards clock bits and verifies checksum 

Hardware requirements 
USB 1.1 or 2.0 compliant host 

5.25" floppy drive (not included - customer provided) 

Specifications are subject to change without notice. 



IN MAV'S WORKSHOP 

 
COMPLEX UPGRADE PROJECTS - FOR THOSE 

WHO LIKE A REAL CHALLENGE 

 
by Ian Mavric 

 
People mostly know that I make upgrades for TRS-80s these days.  

Hundreds of people successfully use the FreHD hard drive emulator, the 
Model 4 Hi-Res graphics board, the Quinnterface, lowercase 

modifications, and more recently Orchestra 85 and 90, serial boards for 
the Model I and Coco.  

 

One thing these all have in common is that before I decide to sell these 
products I make sure that they are as much as possible within the skill 

set of the average user and is well supported by software.  The software 
is understandable, no on wishes to spend up on an upgrade only to find 

there is very little or no software support for it, but the average user is a 
little harder to define.   

As much as possible my most successful hardware upgrades plug in or if 
they require opening the computer, require only minimal steps to make 

the upgrade work.  For the majority of people who buy things from me, 
this works out perfectly well.     

 
I have found over the years that, just like there are people who are 

perfectly content with a 500-piece jigsaw puzzle, there are some who roll 
up their sleeves and love to get stuck into a 5000-piece jigsaw.  Similarly 

there are a small but growing number of electronics enthusiasts with skill 

levels far beyond average, and these people relish the idea of larger, 
more complicated upgrades.   

Not many people know this but I do have the designs and information for 
those who like to construct much more complicated and invasive projects 

for their computers.  All it takes is an email dialogue with me and I can 
usually supply either a unpopulated circuit board and a BOM, or, more 

frequently, some of the harder to find components to make assembly 
quicker.   

 
This article looks into some of the things I don't normally advertise but 

are certainly available.  I'll explain why each of them are generally 
restricted to those who I think are capable of completing them 

successfully. 
 

In no particular order....  



 

IMPROVED GRAFYX SOLUTION 3.2.1 FOR THE MODEL III 
 

After the HRG boards for the Model 4 and 4P were locked down it was 
decided to complete the trilogy the Model III Grafyx solution should be 

reproduced and made available.  I was never really pleased with the 
amount of connections requires to the motherboard, and there is also a 

trace cut to be made.   
 

The lack of software for it made me decide not to make completed units 
available for sale.  It's resolution of 512x192 is lower than that of the RS 

HRG.  I still have some of the PCBs left and those who have built them 
have been happy with them.    

 
 
ChromaTRS FOR THE MODEL I AND III/4 

 

Another complicated device is the ChromaTRS colour graphics add-on for 
the Model I and III/4.  Basically this adds colour to the TRS-80 by 

interfacing the graphics chip, memory and support circuits from a 
TI99/4A computer.   

 
People remember the large full-page ads in 80micro and other 

magazines, and the project had promise but there is not much software 
available to use on it.  Since the ChromaTRS augments the capabilities of 

the TRS-80 by connecting the box to an NTSC TV set, you end up with 
quite a big of kit on the table.   



 

I made this available in early 2020 as an unpopulated PCB or semi-
populated PCB with some of the harder to find parts.  Due to the 

pandemic those shipped in April are only just arriving now so I'm waiting 
to hear how those who are building them has fared.  This is one I can't 

build or test myself for lack of an NTSC TV and one of the limitations of 
the project (at the time of writing) it that it doesn't work with PAL TVs - 

this may change in the future.  Still, for those keen to try it I have a good 
number of PCBs and some of the parts (just not the TMS9918 graphics 

processor).  
 

 
 

TYPE-II HARD DISK CONTROLLER FOR 8" SYSTEMS 
  

This is another one that I make to order or sell as an unpopulated PCB 
and a BOM  The Type-II controller is a necessary expansion card required 

if you wish to connect a TRS-80 Primary hard drive to a Model II, 12, 16, 
16B or 6000 computer.  It was also going to be necessary to connect an 

8in-compatible version of the FreHD (called F48) to said computer.  
However it's such a complicated board that takes even me hours to 

assemble.  Coupled with the large number of very obsolete components 
on the board these are up there with the most difficult.   

 



   
Original Type-II controllers show up from time to time on eBay with an 

average asking price around $US100.00 which still makes economic 
sense, because with all the parts on them and time to make them I can't 

sell a completed one for less than $US175.00 
  

 
 

RADIO SHACK HI-RES GRAPHICS BOARD FOR THE MODEL III 

 
After the success and popularity of the Hi-Res graphics board for the 

Model 4 the next logical step was to make one for the Model III.  Radio 
Shack's works at the same resolution as the Model 4 board (640x200) 

but to accomplish this basically adds the whole video system from a 
Model 4 on a board.  Like the Type-II controller the Model III RS HRG is 

on a very large board and many components, some of which are very 
difficult to source these days.  I have sold as least two of these and one 

of those reported back to me they successfully built it and have it 
working.   

 

 



 

Again, the problem with the Model III RS HRG is lack of software, though 
since it uses the same resolution as the Model 4 HRG some has been 

converted from the later machine to run on the Model III.  
 

Lastly the original Model III RS HRGs were mounted to a large sheet-
metal assembly replacing the RF shield and so some mounting 

arrangement needs to be conjured up to mount my board.  I have three 
of these boards left. 

 
 

JFD-CP DISK CONTROLLER FOR THE COCO 1 2 3 
 

The JFD-CP was an aftermarket Coco disk controller sold by J&M, it was 
popular and they ran full-page adverts in Rainbow and Hot CoCo 

magazine.  The main improvements over the Radio Shack controller was 

the addition of a parallel printer port and the ability two have two DOS 
Eproms installed and selectable by the flick of a switch.  It was pretty 

neat.   
 

To accomplish this the controller was much more complicated and had 
twice the number of components as the RS disk controller.  It was pretty 

clear after I released it that most people preferred the simplicity of the 
plain RS disk controller and not many JFD-CPs were made and sold. 

 
    

 



 

512K RAM FOR THE MODEL I 
 

The 512K memory upgrade for the Model I comprises of two parts, the 
bank switcher board and the 512K memory itself.  A lot of modification is 

required to the Model I as the memory chips are eight 256K DRAMs 
doubled-stacked and trace cuts are needed to make the memory sockets 

on the motherboard compatible with 256K RAM chips.  There is also 8 
wires coming off the banker board soldered to various places on the 

motherboard.  Software support is limited at this point in time.  The kit 
was original sold by Anitek as a companion to their LeScript word 

processing program allowing users to have much larger documents 
stored in memory than the standard 48K would allow.  In this aspect it's 

a success allowing up to 480K workspace in LeScript. 
 

   

 

HONOURABLE MENTIONS: 
 

There are other things I make which are either complex or don't have 
broad enough appeal to make me want them to be easily available.  

Those include: 



Ian Mavric is an IT Specialist who also restores and 
collects TRS-80's and classic cars. He lives with his 

wife and kids in Melbourne, Australia. 

Mappa-1 CP/M for the Model I: not enough CP/M software was released 

to work well in the 48K/64x16 screen format of the Model I. 
Omikron Mapper-III for the Model III: I was never able to find boot disks, 

so while the hardware is locked down, the project is useless and on hold 
until some CP/M boot disks materialise.  Mapper-III has 64K memory but 

still the same 64x16 screen restriction. 
 

Speed-up boards for the Model I and III: interesting in and of themselves 
they offer a modest speed increase (basically from 1.77/2MHz to 5MHz) 

but require much work.  In most cases to get reliable 5MHz operation all 
the RAM in the computer (so 24 chips) need to be replaced with faster 

ones.  
 

Orchestra-90/CC for the Coco: yes I have the boards for a reproduction 
of the Stereo Music Synthesiser for the Coco but it's more complex than 

the Model I/III/4 Orchestras and at the time of writing the original RS 

units appear on eBay with regularity and for not much money. 
 

Hi-Res Graphics for 8in TRS-80s: has even more components than the 
Model III RS HRG and similar lack of software problem.  Since original 

Model II RS HRGs can be purchased in eBay for $US99.95 from Rpsi92 in 
Georgia (the US state) I have the designs tucked away until this source 

of them is exhausted, but even then there's no way to make and sell 
them for the low price you can buy one for now so I just recommend 

people go buy these while they are still available. 
   

 
Ian Mavric 

 







The BEST in TRS-80s 
Call The Right Stuff 

 

Ask for Ian 

The number is +61 416 184 893 
 

That's The Right Stuff 

And he's in Melbourne  

http://members.iinet.net.au/~ianmav/trs80/ 
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2020 COMPETITION UPDATE 
THE DOUBLE-DO: 3 MONTHS TO GO! 

 
by Ian Mavric 

 
 
 
The yearly competition at TRS8Bit is what makes it unique.  Some years we 
really hit the mark and other years we miss so badly that we get no entries.  
Each year we refine the competition to broaden the appeal to get more 

entries.  One thing that has always been maintained is the great prizes.  
Whether you use a Model I, III, 4 or Coco, there's something in it for you.     
 

Entries have been coming in but with three months until judging, now is a 
good time to remind programmers not to lose sight of the finish line, debug 
and finish your programs and get them in to me. 

 
SOME QUESTIONS PEOPLE HAVE ASKED ABOUT THE COMP 
 

"I have a program but it requires very specific hardware.  Is this allowed?"   
 
With this one I say that is allowed as long as the hardware requirements are 

that which the user's of these computers are reasonably likely to own.  The 
Speech and Sound Pak for the Coco, and the Voice Synthesizer or Voxbox 
for the Model I would be fine, as would be a Model 4 hi-res board.  Likewise 

a floppy drive, or hard drive, or emulated hard drive is something most 
Tandy/TRS-80 enthusiasts have already.  A custom one-off sprite graphics 
board for a Model I is interesting but is not commonly available or in use so 

we can't take a entry for something that requires that device. 

   



"My program is planned as a commercial release.  Can I still enter?" 
 
Yes you can, we just ask that you hold off releasing your program for sale 
until after the December 2020 issue of TRS8Bit has been released.  After the 
competition the public domain entries will be available for download from 
www.trs-80.org.uk and links to where to buy the commercial releases will be 
provided. 
 
"What if I want to release my program or it's already been released earlier 
this year?" 
 
Well that is where the second part of the Double-Do comes in.  This 
competition is for products released in 2020.  Think of it as a TRS-80 New 
Product Of The Year award.  Noticed I said product, not software or hardware.  
If it was released in 2020 then let me know you want your product to be up 
for consideration by the TRS-80 Trash Talk team who will be the judges for 
both competitions.  If it's software email us a copy we can run on a real TRS-
80 or an emulator, if it's hardware, a short video showing the features and 
the device in use would be a good start, or better still send us one to try out. 
 
"Will you be entering the competitions, Mav?" 
 
Unfortunately since I am supplying the prizes I will be unable to enter either 
competition due to a fairly obvious conflict of interest.    
 
"I already own all the prizes on offer, can I win something else instead?" 
 
Yes, I've recently released the 4cellerator, ChromaTRS.  Orch-85 for the 
Model I, Sprinters for the Model I and III, and the RS232 cart for the Coco are 
added to the prize list, to chose one from.  
 
"What constitutes the best kind of entry?  To make life easiest for the 
judges?" 
 
A good entry would include an image file of the game in a DMK or DSK form 
that we can run in an emulator and transfer it to a real TRS-80 if needed.  If 
the game needs instructions then a PDF would be fine.  If the game has an 
instruction page within it or is fairly intuitive in action then no instruction 
sheet is needed.  A program listing is a good idea.  We recommend a short 
video showing the game running so we know what to expect when we test 
run it.  This only needs to be 3-5min long.  If the game is to be commercially 
released in the future please advise us so we don't inadvertently put it up for 
download. 
 

Send your entries to:  ianm@trs-80.com 
 

Entries close on 30th November 2020, 21:00hrs GMT.  Please get them in 
before that deadline if possible as we need to judge them before the next 
TRS8Bit is released a few days later. 

 
Ian Mavric & the ‘Trashtalkers’ 





IN MAV'S WORKSHOP 
More Mojo for the Mod 4 

 
by Ian Mavric 

 

 

SPEEDING UP THE MODEL 4 
 

In recent times I've wrote articles about speed up modification for the 
Model I and III.   On the Model I speeding up to 3.54MHz is pretty easy 
and is covered in the Custom TRS-80 book, or more elaborately with the 
(oddly named) Holmes Sprinter II kit, which achieves 5MHz.  

The Model III achieves a similar speed with the Sprinter III kit.  Model 4 
owners have since contacted me asking when a speed up kit for their 
computers will be reproduced, and it's finally here, a repro of the XLR8er 
we call the 4cellerator. 
 

Credit where credit is due: Procurement of vintage XLR8er boards from 
Steve Hall (UK) and Ivan Kennedy (Sydney), reverse engineering by 
Pascal from Prof-80 (France), resulted in a 4-layer board faithful to the 
original.   
It's noteworthy as well that this is the first 4-layer repro project for the 
TRS-80, and the first using a 64-pin DIP package CPU. 

 



4CELLERATOR / XLR8ER 
You may recall seeing that advertisements in 80micro etc. for the XLR8er 
from about 1986 onwards.  After 80micro closed the product continued 
being sold through Misosys and mainly advertised in CN80, until all the 
stock was exhausted in the early-1990s.  I would like to say that 50,000 
had been made and sold but no one released sales figures so I can only 
speculate maybe 1000-2000 were made, making them quite rare to find 
these days.  Those who have them hold onto them very tightly and they 
almost never come up on eBay.  The only way to hope of finding on was 
to buy enough Model 4/4P computers in the hope that one was installed.  
(No one in their right mind would actually do that.. just sayin').  A repro 
beckoned. 

 

 

 

XLR8er was an enhancement of a Steve Ciarcia single board computer 
concept (SB-180) which added a 6.14MHz HD64180 CPU and 256K of 0-
wait state RAM to the Model 4.  The HD64180 "Super-Z80" makes many 
of the Z80 instructions operate more efficiently (block instructions like 
LDIR, CPIR and OTDR take 21 t-state transitions (clock cycles) on a Z80 
but only 14 on a HD64180) so while the clock speed is only modestly 
increased from 4MHz to 6.1MHz, the real-world feel of the processing is 
closer to 8MHz. 
 



Along with the 128K Ram on the Model 4 motherboard you had a total of 
384K Ram.  To run at 0 wait states the motherboard Ram needed to be 
150ns or faster, and most of the time it was.  But if you had an early 
system with 200ns Ram it was recommended to change it for faster 
150ns Ram, or lose a little performance and run the system as 1ws, 
which was still significantly faster than the Z80 in the Model 4 at factory 
speed. 
 

ANY DRAWBACKS? 
 

Unfortunately perfection is rarely achieved and in the case of the XLR8er, 
the Hitachi HD64180 CPU didn't implement some of the Z80's 
undocumented features because, well, they were undocumented...  
software which used these undocumented features would not work.  The 
good news is that 99% of software doesn't use these undocs, the bad 
news is that TRSDOS 1.3, a Model III mode operating system 
implements some of these undocs... and doesn't work.  This sounds 
worse than it actually is because most TRS-80 enthusiasts rarely use 
TRSDOS 1.3 for Model III mode, and are more likely to use LDOS or 
Newdos/80.  That said, there is a patched version of TRSDOS 1.3 out 
there which works on the XLR8er which I hope to procure in time. 

 

For those after a period review of the XLR8er they can find one in 
80micro August 1987 pp. 38-39, and you can download the issue from 
here: https://colorcomputerarchive.com/repo/Documents/
Magazines/80%20Micro/1987/80%20Micro%20-%208708%20-%
20August%201987.pdf 
 

BENCHMARKS: TESTING THE SPEED OF COMPUTERS  
     
 

 

Back in the 8-bit era Benchmark programs were a popular way to 
compare the processing speed of computer brands and models.  The set I 
use appeared in 80micro magazine May 1984, pages 96-100 "Marking 
Time".  11 benchmark tests are used to compare the performance of 10 
microcomputers, right at the time of the 8 to 16-bit changeover.  The 
Tandy 2000 (16-bit) had just been released, as well as the original 128K 
Macintosh (16-bit), and the IBM PC (8/16bit) had been out for a couple of 
years.  Comparisons were made with the Model I, II, III, 4, 16B, 100 and 

the Apple IIe.   
 

https://colorcomputerarchive.com/repo/Documents/Magazines/80%20Micro/1987/80%20Micro%20-%208708%20-%20August%201987.pdf
https://colorcomputerarchive.com/repo/Documents/Magazines/80%20Micro/1987/80%20Micro%20-%208708%20-%20August%201987.pdf
https://colorcomputerarchive.com/repo/Documents/Magazines/80%20Micro/1987/80%20Micro%20-%208708%20-%20August%201987.pdf


While I'm mainly interested in the Model 4 results, it's worthwhile that as 
you would expect the T2K and Mac came 1st and 2nd, and the Model I 
and 100 came 2nd last and last.  The TRS-80 Model II, 4 and IBM PC 
came in 3rd, 5th and 4th but were so close as to be almost undiscernible 
to tell the difference.  The 16B came in next, slower than the Mod 4 but 
faster than the Apple IIe, which itself did well with a 1MHz 6502 faster 
than a Model III with it's 2.02MHz Z80.   
 

Those interested in reading the whole article can find it here: https://
colorcomputerarchive.com/repo/Documents/Magazines/80%
20Micro/1984/80%20Micro%20-%208405%20-%20May%201984.pdf 

 

4CELLERATOR COMPARED TO STD 4MHz Z80A MODEL 4  
 

I used 10 of the benchmarks in the article to compare the speed of a 
regular Model 4 with my 4P with the 4cellerator installed tabulated the 
results.  I tested the 4cellerator in 3 modes: 
 

1 wait state and 40ms refresh "1ws40", 0 wait state and 40ms refresh 
"0ws40", and 0 wait state and 20ms refresh "0ws20".  I also put in the 

times Beve Woodbury (the benchmark's author) achieved and my Model 
4.   

 

Graph: 4cellerator with 0ws & 40ms refresh fastest, Beve's M4 slowest 

https://colorcomputerarchive.com/repo/Documents/Magazines/80%20Micro/1984/80%20Micro%20-%208405%20-%20May%201984.pdf
https://colorcomputerarchive.com/repo/Documents/Magazines/80%20Micro/1984/80%20Micro%20-%208405%20-%20May%201984.pdf
https://colorcomputerarchive.com/repo/Documents/Magazines/80%20Micro/1984/80%20Micro%20-%208405%20-%20May%201984.pdf


 

Ok what we see here is that the 4cellerator is faster than the standard 
machine and the more complex the operation the bigger the performance 
gap.  Tests 1,2,9, and 10 are simple programs but tests 6,7 and 8 work 
the system much harder.  My Model 4 (teal line) is marginally better 
performing than Beve's (purple line). 
 

 

Chart: times (in seconds) to complete the 10 tests XLR8er/Mod4 

 

You will also notice that the best performance from the 4cellerator is 
running at 0 wait states and with 40ms refresh rate (orange line).  
Reducing the refresh rate to 20ms (green line) actually makes the 
system run marginally slower.  Running at 1 wait state (blue line) only 
slightly slows down the machine below 0ws. 
 

HOW DO IT'S CONTEMPORARIES STACK UP?   
 

I wanted to see how the Z80A Model 4 and 4cellerated 4P compared to 
some other machines of the time and have some fun along the way.   I 
chose three computers popular in 1988 and common enough that readers 
could relate to them: 
 

Tandy 1000TX (8MHz 80286 / 640K Ram / MS-DOS 2.11) 
Tandy 512K Color Computer 3 (0.89MHz Hitachi HD63C09) 
Apple IIgs (Rom 01, 2.8MHz 65C816 / 256K Ram / Applesoft Basic) 
My own Model 4 128K 4MHz non-gate array Z80A (LS-DOS 6.3.1)   
 

The Tandy 1000TX was the most powerful Tandy 1000 up to that point in 



time, however its performance was adequate without being outstanding.  
The 16-bit 80286 CPU ran on an 8-bit bus but returned a respectable 7.1 
on the Norton SI test, meaning it was 7.1 times faster than the original 
IBM PC 5150 from 1981 (4.77MHz).  My Color Computer 3 has an 
upgraded CPU and Ram, but still runs Extended Color Basic 2.1 at its 
original clock speed.  Of all the systems mentioned here the Coco 3 was 
by far the least expensive (it sold for about 1/4 the cost of each other the 
other computers) and it gave very acceptable results for it's time, though 
Coco enthusiasts might want to be sitting down when they read the 
benchmarks. 
 

 

Graph: 5 popular 1988 computers benchmarked 
 

 

Chart: times (in seconds) to complete each test. 



Finally, as a tip of the hat to the benchmark article's author who put an 

Apple IIe up against all the Tandy models, I thought it would make things 
interesting and pit the Apple IIgs against 4cellerator.  For those not up 
on the Apple family, the IIgs was the last and best version of the line of 
computers which started with the Apple II back in 1977.  It uses an 8/16
-bit (8 bit external/16-bit internal) WDC 65C816 which is a very efficient 
enhanced version of the 6502. 
 
THE RESULTS  
 
Comparisons like this are always interesting and in each test.  The Apple 
IIgs (green line) was slightly quicker on nearly all tests than the 

4cellerator equipped Model 4P (blue line).  They are so close that in 
normal use you'd never notice the difference.  In 3rd place was the 
Tandy 1000TX (orange line) which I thought would perform better with 
it's 8MHz clock speed.  I used BasicA which was included with MS-DOS 
2.11, it might be different if I'd used GW-Basic under MS-DOS 3.2 on the 
TX.  Unfortunately for all comparison tests someone has to come last and 
in this case it was the Coco 3 (purple line).  I think it put up a good fight 
and I wonder if the results would have been better if Basic/09 was used. 
 
Well played Apple IIgs, well played. 
 

One last note about the comparisons, Beve did benchmark the Tandy 
2000 in the 80micro article and in all tests it outruns all the machines 
above.  The T2K was a 5 year old design by 1988 but still very fast with 
its proper 16-bit CPU (8MHz 80186) and 16-bit data bus.  Test 1 is 
completed in just 2s and test 7 in 66s on the T2K. 

 

Photo: three of the contenders, and the magazine with the benchmark tests 



 

Photo: my Apple IIgs just pipped the 4cellerator 4P to the post but it was 
close 
 

MARKING TIME - BENCHMARK TESTS FOR TRS-80s 
 

Here is the original article as published by Beve Woodbury.  It covers 11 
tests but I didn't do the last test because it was timed disk I/O and I was 
only after a gauge of processor performance.   

 

I think these make a great set of tests because they are quick to type in 
(all except two take me less than a minute to type in) and use the 
internal time clock to record elapsed time (via the TIME$ command).  A 
stopwatch was used to time the Coco and Apple.   
 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 

 

 



Ian Mavric is an IT Specialist who also restores and 
collects TRS-80's and classic cars. He lives with his 

wife and kids in Melbourne, Australia. 

4CELLERATORS ARE GO! 
 

By the time you read this article the first batch of 4cellerators have been 
manufactured and sold, and should be arriving at their new owners soon, 
if not already.  I'm in the process of making more but will still make them 
available at the introductory price of $US149.99 + shipping until 
31/12/20. 
 

 

   
Ian Mavric 
 

ianm@trs-80.com 





Patching Big Five  
Attack Force for  

TRSDOS 1.3 
 

Kyle Wadsten 
www.newkey80.com 

(Home of the TRS-80 NEWKEY/80 Keyboard and Joystick Adapter) 
 
 
I recently built a Greaseweazle  and was using it to write actual 5 ¼" TRS-80 disks 
for my Model III.  The Greaseweazle is an inexpensive microcontroller based device 
that connects a PC or Mac via USB to a real 5 ¼" disk drive.  Using free HxC 
software you can convert/write real disks from virtual disk images.  
 
One disk image in particular was 
named "BIG5.DSK" and sure 
enough, it contained many of the 
classic TRS-80 Big Five Software 
games.  However, it was only a 
"data" disk and therefore not 
bootable. 
 
No problem, I thought, and simply 
booted a TRSDOS 1.3 disk in 
drive :0 and the BIG5 disk in 
drive :1.  I was then able to play 
Attack Force and save my high 
score for posterity.   Later I tried to 
play again but was confronted with 
a "Attempt To Read Past EOF" 
error. 
 
A quick check with TRS-Tools (on 
my PC) indicated the BIG5.DSK 
image I had was in LDOS/LS‑DOS 
format.  I was not familiar enough 
with the various DOS versions to 
understand the issue, but booting 
with a LDOS 5 disk seemed to fix 
the issue. 
 
Even though I had a working 
solution (use LDOS) I continued to 
think about the problem.  It 
seemed like it would be nice to be 
able to run these games under 
TRSDOS.  I decided to dust off a 
disassembler and trs80gp to see if 
I could determine why it was not 
working under TRSDOS. 
 

LDOS 

TRS DOS 

v1.3 



My first step was to disassemble the Attack Force executable file (ATTACK.CMD) 
and start annotating the disassembly.  I used the freeware Z80Disasm utility by Matt 
Reed.  This utility reads a .cmd file and outputs an .asm text file.  At the top of 
the .asm file you can see the .cmd file is loaded at 0x8000 (ORG 8000H), and 
scrolling to the end of the .asm file you see that the program entry point is 0xB237 
(END MB237). 
 
My initial review showed the high score file (HISCORES/ATK) is opened or created, 
using the DOS command @INIT, when you first run the game.  This logic happens 
right at the beginning of the program so I did not have to wade through much code 
to get a decent understanding on how the game booted up and what it was doing to 
create or read an existing high score file.   
 
At this time, I was completely unfamiliar with TRSDOS internals but was pleased to 
discover that LDOS and TRSDOS share a similar/common interface.  For the most 
part, the file INIT, OPEN, CLOSE, and READ routines have common entry points 
and parameters – just the implementations are different.  They are 100% 
interchangeable but work in a very similar fashion. 
 
After a bit of digging and debugging I was able to determine the "Attempt To Read 
Past EOF" error occurs under TRSDOS when the game attempts to read an existing 
high score file opened with the @INIT command.   
 
 
THE PROBLEM(S) 
 
My analysis revealed two problems with the existing code in regard to TRSDOS.  As 
a surprising twist, the first problem doesn’t actually cause the error but the patch I 
provide will fix it anyway. 
 
Problem #1:  Code is being overwritten due to the size of the file control block for 
the high score file. 
 
The file control block is a small section of memory that is used by DOS during file 
operations.  Before a file is created or opened it simply contains a filename and 
drive number (aka. filespec).  After an INIT, CREATE, or OPEN call it contains 
information about the file such as the logical record size and current record number. 
 
LDOS uses a 34 byte file control block but TRSDOS expects this area to be 50 
bytes.  To add some confusion the LDOS documentation calls this area an "FCB – 
File Control Block" whereas TRSDOS calls it a "DCB – Device Control Block".   
 
Unfortunately, this FCB/DCB area is defined right before the start of the program 
and since it is too small for TRSDOS, it overwrites part of the high score file 
handling logic.  Some of the overwritten code includes two bytes of code 
immediately after the high score file is opened with the @INIT (open or create file) 
call.  Amazingly, the overwritten code just happens to be executable and doesn’t 
seem to cause any problems.  (RST $0038, LD D,E). 
 



Problem #2:  TRSDOS @INIT does not seem to work as documented. 
 
The DOS @INIT call is supposed to either OPEN or CREATE a file 
depending on whether or not the file exists.  LDOS works as expected for 
both OPEN and CREATE actions.  TRSDOS will create a file OK, but if the 
file already exists the first READ will fail if you used @INIT to open it.  This 
seems impossible to believe, but I’ve explored this quite a bit - including 
writing a simple assembly language program to test the various combinations 
of INIT/OPEN/READ under TRSDOS and LDOS. 
 
TRSDOS needs to use @OPEN for an existing file in order for the first 
@READ to work.  This is the root cause of the "Attempt To Read Past EOF" 
error as the current code uses @INIT to open the file. 
 
 
THE SOLUTION 
 
To allow Attack Force to run under TRSDOS, two sets patches are needed to 
fix the issues described above. 
 
Patch for Problem #1:   
Move the file control block area to the end of the program.  This will allow 
sufficient space for the control block to prevent overwriting of the program 
logic.  Any references to the old control block address will need to be 
updated.  The new control block area also needs to contain the high score 
filename and drive number. 
 
Patch for Problem #2:   
Do not use @INIT to open an existing high score file.  If the @INIT call 
indicates the file already exists then TRSDOS needs to do a @CLOSE and 
then an @OPEN call.  This is necessary because TRSDOS @INIT does not 
seem to work properly when used to open an existing file.  It causes "An 
Attempt To Read Past EOF" error on the first read.  An explicit @OPEN is 
needed to read the file successfully. 
 
 
THE PATCHES 
 
Add CLOSE/OPEN/READ calls when INIT indicates that the file already 
exists 
Move file control block to end of program 
Patch the high score file-spec into the new file control block 
Patch all references to the old file control block address to the new address 
 
 
 







 
SUMMARY 
 
This was an interesting challenge to say the least.  Going into this project my Z80 
and TRSDOS assembly language knowledge was minimal.  After digging through 
the code for a few days, both skills were much improved.  It is always best if you 
have a real project to work on in order to increase understanding of a new subject. 
 
I was lucky that I was able to make these changes fit into the existing code and that 
I could just push the new file control area to the end of the program without major 
changes.  This is a fairly rare occurrence! 
 
I can appreciate that trying to follow someone else’s Z80 disassembly and patch can 
be difficult.  The point of this article is to show the process I followed to get a game 
to run under TRSDOS.  The bigger takeaway is that small patches can be made to 
old programs and the reader is encouraged to do their own analysis of a program 
feature that they would like to research or change.  While it is not always possible, I 
am confident that you will learn something interesting during your investigation. 
 
One final note:  The solution presented here seems to be working OK but there may 
be some as-of-yet unknown side effects.  If you have any corrections or comments 
you can contact me via email (support@plaidvest.com). 
 
 
TOOLS 
 
Greaseweazle USB disk drive adapter - https://github.com/keirf/Greaseweazle 
Z80Disasm (freeware) - http://www.trs-80emulators.com/z80disasm/ 
trs80gp emulator (freeware) - http://48k.ca/trs80gp.html 
Hex Editor (any)   
 
 
REFERENCE 
 
The copy of ATTACK.CMD used for this article is 13,824 bytes long and the SHA-
256 checksum is: 
225971153a956ced5285fc47e185bb0e9026d3298bf4e0b79b955689ff9203e4 
 
For TRSDOS v1.3 DCB information see "Model 3 Disk System Owner’s Manual" 
page. 76 (page. 92 in the pdf version). 
https://archive.org/download/
Model_3_Disk_System_Owners_Manual_1980_Tandy_a/
Model_3_Disk_System_Owners_Manual_1980_Tandy_a.pdf 
 
For LDOS v5.1 FCB information see "LDOS 5.1 manual" 2nd Edition (TECH INFO – 
FILE CONTROL BLOCK), page. 3.  (page. 244 in the pdf version). 
https://www.tim-mann.org/trs80/doc/ld51man3.pdf 

http://www.trs-80emulators.com/z80disasm/
http://48k.ca/trs80gp.html






Step-by-step instructions on 
how to transfer cassette tapes  

to your PC 
 

Ira Goldklang - www.trs-80.com 
 
1. Make sure your volume is set right. With regard to the volume, first 
listen to the tape and see if it sounds right. If you have a treble control, 
you probably want maximum treble. Once it sounds good, then you can 
move on to trying to read it. 
 
2. Install a Sound Capture Program such as Audacity. 
 
3. Hook up a patch cable. Put one end in your the earphones jack on the 
tape recorder … 
 

 
 
4.  … and one end in your sound card’s line-in jack. Make sure to specify 

the input line (microphone or line in) on your recording software. 

https://www.audacityteam.org/
http://www.trs-80.com/images/webpage/tutorial-cassconv-step01.jpg


 
 
5. Start Audacity. 

 
 
6. Go to FILE -> NEW and set the DEVICES settings to Channels: MONO 
and Input: Line In, and set the QUALITY settings to 48000 and 16 Bit 

https://www.audacityteam.org/
http://www.trs-80.com/images/webpage/tutorial-cassconv-step02.jpg
http://www.trs-80.com/images/webpage/webpage-reading-tapes-03.jpg


 
 
7. Insert the cassette in your cassette recorder. 
 
Press the RECORD button on Audacity 
 
Then press PLAY on the cassette recorder. 

 
 
8. (This is not a step – on the next page is what a CLOAD Magazine tape 
looks like as it records). 
 
The volume setting of CLOAD cassettes is volume 5 on a CTR-80. 

http://www.trs-80.com/images/webpage/webpage-reading-tapes-04.jpg
http://www.trs-80.com/images/webpage/webpage-reading-tapes-05.jpg


 
 
9. When done, presss the STOP button on Audacity, and the STOP button 
on the cassette recorder. 
 
10. Click at the beginning of where you want to select and drag to the 
end of where you want to select (shown with light blue background). 

Leave a little spare space before and after. 
 

 
 

http://www.trs-80.com/images/webpage/webpage-reading-tapes-06.jpg
http://www.trs-80.com/images/webpage/webpage-reading-tapes-07.jpg


11. Choose FILE -> EXPORT -> EXPORT SELECTED AUDIO. 
 
File Name: (see below) 
Save as Type: WAVE (*.WAV) 
Attributes: PCM Unsigned, 8 bit, mono 
 
In this example, I saved it as “FILE1” (no quotes) because its the first of 
many files. 
 

 
 
12. Give it a name and select WAV and Unsigned 8 Bit PCM. Click OK. In 
this example, I chose NEWDUMP as the filename. 
 

 
 

http://www.trs-80.com/images/webpage/webpage-reading-tapes-08.jpg
http://www.trs-80.com/images/webpage/webpage-reading-tapes-09.jpg


13. In a DOS window where you saved the file from STEP 10, 
run WAV2CAS followed by the filename of the file you just saved. 
 
For my example, I typed “WAV2CAS FILE1” (no quotes) on the DOS 
Command Line, since I had called it “FILE1” (no quotes) in the above 
step. Click OK on the window which pops up. 
 
A CAS file has now been created. 

 
 
14. Make sure the STATUS flag says “OK” for the file you want to save as 
a CAS file. If not, you need to fix the volume and try again! 
 

 

http://www.trs-80.com/cgi-bin/down-software-utilities-cass.pl?Converter%20-%20WAV2CAS%20v2.0.0.2%20%5bWAV%20to%20CAS%20Converter%5d%20(2008)(Knut%20Roll-Lund).zip
http://www.trs-80.com/images/webpage/webpage-reading-tapes-10.jpg
http://www.trs-80.com/images/webpage/webpage-reading-tapes-11.jpg


 
15. If it says OK, then click SAVE and choose which file (or files, you can 
choose multiple files) you want saved as a CAS file and then click SAVE 
again. 

 
 
16. Enter a filename. For this example, I gave it the name firstfile.cas 

 
 

http://www.trs-80.com/images/webpage/webpage-reading-tapes-12.jpg
http://www.trs-80.com/images/webpage/webpage-reading-tapes-13.jpg


17. Run your TRS-80 emulator. I am using TRS80GP which works off of 

a command line. Here I am telling the emulator to start in MODEL I 
mode, non-DOS, turbo speed, and mount the file firstfile.cas as a 
cassette. 
 

 
 
18. Load your program (CLOAD for a BASIC file, and SYSTEM followed by 
the program filename) I then entered the CLOAD command to commence 
loading of the cassette image. You can see it is loading, by the “*” in the 

corner. If you are not getting “**” and “*” alternatively at a decent pace, 
your image is no good. 
 
Possible solutions for the NO BLINK situation are to fix your volume level, 
or to make sure you are not CLOADing a SYSTEM tape. 

 
 
19. LIST your program to make sure it looks ok, enjoy and let me know 
how it went!. 

http://www.trs-80.com/wordpress/emulators/
http://www.trs-80.com/images/webpage/webpage-reading-tapes-14.jpg
http://www.trs-80.com/images/webpage/webpage-reading-tapes-15.jpg




      Portugalete, Basque Country 

 

I.Basque Tournament of TRS-80 
Egoitz Campo 

 
On the 13th of July, 5 players arrived in Portugalete (Basque Country) to 
play the first edition of the TRS-80 Basque Tournament. (Before this we 
played to Interton, another great console.) 
 
It was really very interesting to play TRS-80 and all three games: 
Downland, Monster Maze and Canyon Climber. We had a great time and 

there was a great fight between us. Finally Luis won this first 
tournament.  
We award points based on the score each player achieved. My intention 
is to buy more games and organize two annual tournaments here in the 
Basque Country, the Basque tournament and the Bizkaia Tournament.  
 
Here are the results:  
 
  Cannyon Climber         Crazy Maze 

 

1-Luis Getxo 13600 score – 5 points  1-Fabio Grande 240 score – 5 points 

2-Egoitz Campo 7000 score – 4 points  2-Mikel Montiel 140 score – 4 points 
3-Mikel Montiel 3000 score – 3 points  3-Egoitz Campo 130 score – 3 points 

4-Fabio Grande 3000 score – 2 points  4-Luis Getxo 40 score – 2 points 

5-Andi Erromo 2600 score- 1 points  5-Andi Erromo 20 score – 1 points 

 
       Downland 

 

              1-Luis Getxo 1542 – 5 points 
              2-Egoitz Campo 1276 – 4 points 

               3-Fabio Grande 1222 – 3 points 

               4-Mikel Montiel 1114 – 2 points 

              5-Andi Erromo 800 – 1 point 
 

 

      Classification 

 
    1-Luis Getxo 12 points (Basque Country) 

    2-Egoitz Campo 11 points (Basque Country) 

    3-Fabio Grande 10 points (Italy) 
    4-Mikel Montiel 9 points (Basque Country) 

    5-Andi Erromo 3 points (Basque Country) 









THE RETRO SEARCH IS BACK UP 
  

 Great news - searching for TRS-80 stuff just got easier - The Retro  Search is back up. 

  
The Retro Search is a specialised search engine indexing TRS-80 resources across the 

internet. We currently index a range of web resources (over 80 at this stage) but are 

always on the lookout for  more. You can see what we currently index on our listings 

page and if we're missing something please use our contact page to let us know. 
  

It's taken some time to get something running in my own right since Google pulled the 

plug on its paid (ad free) version of Google but it's been worth the effort and sweat not 

to mention the rewards in overcoming the difficulties and complexities in indexing many 
sites from a home PC. It's been challenging but I finally got it to a deployable state. I 

still have a few issues to address which are more related to the state of the site I'm 

indexing but I continue to tweak settings to address this so over time it should get 
better still. I'll call it "work in progress" because I can still see some more opportunities 

for improvement to help you find the right TRS-80 stuff. 

  

Check the site out at www.theretrosearch.com 
  

 If you want to be notified when there are updates to the site then 

 follow @theretrosearch on Twitter. 

  
For TRS8BIT readers you can contact me direct at trash80@internode.on.net if you have 

any queries or suggestions about 

The Retro Search.  Kevin Parker - Search Master 
>  



Time calculation 



-Improved version of the established Grafyx Solution GX 4.2 board 
-640x240 resolution for a total of 153,600 pixels, High Bandwidth 

-Easy install in minutes inside your Model 4/Gate-Array Model 4/4P/4D 
-Compatible with most M3 and M4 Hi-Res software for Radio Shack HRG 

-Designed in Belgium and proudly built and shipped from Australia or UK 
 

Order yours today exclusively from: 
  

UK and EU: BetaGamma Computing: bgialopsos@aol.com  
 

Rest of the world: http://members.iinet.net.au/~ianmav/hires/hires.htm 

LOOKING FOR HIGH-RESOLUTION GRAPHICS 
FOR YOUR TRS-80 MODEL 4/4P/4D? 

 
Then you simply must have the 

 

"Improved Grafyx Resolution 
Solution!" 



IN MAV'S WORKSHOP 
 

REVISITING THE CN80 MODEL 4 MOUSE 
PROJECT - PART 4. 

 
by Ian Mavric 

 
 

Period advert from CN80 in 1992 shows their mouse products 
 



LAST TIME 
 
In Part 3 of this series I looked at the articles pertaining to the mouse on 
the Model 4 which were published in 1991, which was a fairly popular 
topic at the time.  By the end of 1991 a mouse driver had been locked 
down (MOUSE+) as was a keyboard conversion app (MTK), and CN80 
had settled on a serial mouse they decided was the best device for the 
job and had started marketing it.      
 
In 1992 there was overall less articles related to the mouse with 
coverage not being especially prolific.  Let's have a look at what they 
were discussing and when. 

 
 
 
 
"A VISIT WITH DAVID GOBEN" from 
CN80 JANUARY 1992 Vol 5 Issue 1, 

pp. 9-10. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
By this time the Mouse+ driver 
was sett l ing down as 
i m p r o v e m e n t s  w e r e 
implemented and at this time 
version 1.2 was the most 
current.  This seems to be the 
final driver.   

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 



 
"MOUSE+ AND MTK REVIEWED" from CN80 JANUARY 1992 Vol 5 Issue 1, 

pp. 14-15. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

This review contains info that people might find valuable when adding a 
mouse so I make these available.  It also gives you some ideas as to 
what people were experimenting with and any pitfalls you may 
encounter. 
 

"MOUSE TALES" from CN80 APRIL 1992 Vol 5 Issue 4, pp. 6-8. 







David writes about using DOS calls to incorporate mouse functionality 
within your programs, as well as some timely information on maintaining 
your rodent.  



"MOUSE PROGRAMMING" from CN80 NOVEMBER 1992 Vol 5 Issue 11, 
pp. 14-15. 

Another segment hidden away in a Visit With David Goben article, this 
one has important information for programmers wanting to make a 
smoother, more PC-like experience with the mouse.   



"MINE FIELD" from CN80 DECEMBER 1992 Vol 5 Issue 12, pp. 2-3. 

Richard VanHouten wrote a Model 4 version of the popular Windows 3.1 
game Minesweeper which was able to be controlled by the mouse.  It's 
written in Basic for M4 mode under LS-DOS 6.3 
 
To obtain a copy I have it available for download here:  
http://members.iinet.net.au/~ianmav/downloads/MineField.zip  
 
MOUSE RESOURCES: 

 

MOUSE+ Driver: 
http://members.iinet.net.au/~ianmav/downloads/MOUSE+.zip 
 
MTK:  
http://members.iinet.net.au/~ianmav/downloads/MTK.zip 
 
MagicDraw:  
http://members.iinet.net.au/~ianmav/hires/MDRAWP2.zip 

http://members.iinet.net.au/~ianmav/downloads/MineField.zip
http://members.iinet.net.au/~ianmav/downloads/MOUSE+.zip
http://members.iinet.net.au/~ianmav/downloads/MTK.zip
http://members.iinet.net.au/~ianmav/hires/MDRAWP2.zip


Ian Mavric is an IT Specialist who also restores and 
collects TRS-80's and classic cars. He lives with his 

wife and kids in Melbourne, Australia. 

NEXT TIME: 
 
I'll continue by looking into 1993 articles from CN80, which was the year 
MagicDraw was released.  Also released was MouseDos by Leonard 
Lorden, a mouse controlled app to integrate mouse operation in the disk 
operating system.   If anyone has a copy of MouseDos I'd be keen to 
obtain a copy to evaluate so drop me a line to the email address below. 
   
 
Ian Mavric 
 
ianm@trs-80.com 









https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=snHKEpCv0Hk




 

Two new lowercase modifications for the TRS-80 Model I 

only  $45ea! 

 

Single line descenders          3-line descenders 

Which do I need?  Micro-LC-80 requires one trace cut and two wires 

soldered (just like Tandy's old kit). 

New Gendon requires more cuts and soldering but the result is the more 

pleasing 3-line descenders.   

 

Instructions included for both.  

 

ORDER YOURS TO-DAY!  ianm@trs-80.com 



“Quinnterface” Mini Expansion Interface for 
16K Model 1 FreHD users. 

 
- COMPLETLY ASSEMBLED AND TESTED - 

This is THE perfect device for all Model 1 users who own a 16K 

Level II unit, (which is most of us!), but no Expansion 

Interface or disk drives, especially if you don't want to modify 

your M1 with upgraded boot ROM or memory upgrade. 

 

The ‘Quinnterface’, developed by J. Andrew Quinn from New 

Zealand, adds 32K RAM and auto-boot functionality to you 

FreHD. 

 

 
U.K. And Europe, contact Bas. at BetaGamma Computing.  

U.S.A. And rest of the world, contact Mav. At “The Right Stuff” 



LOOKING FOR FAST, 

INEXPENSIVE, UNLIMITED MASS 

STORAGE FOR YOUR TRS-80 

MODEL I/III/4/4P/4D? 
 

The amazing 
 

"FreHD"

 
 

 

 
 

 

-Emulates a TRS-80 hard drive, but faster than any hard drive! 

-Works with your favourite DOS (LS-DOS, LDOS, CP/M, Newdos/80 2.5) 

-Uses SD card for storage medium 

-Bonus free Real Time Clock function! 

-Designed in Belgium and proudly built and shipped from Australia 

-Kit form or fully assembled 

 

 

Order yours today 

http://members.iinet.net.au/~ianmav/trs80/ 
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The BEST in TRS-80s 
Call The Right Stuff 

 

Ask for Ian 

The number is +61 416 184 893 
 

That's The Right Stuff 

And he's in Melbourne  

http://members.iinet.net.au/~ianmav/trs80/ 



 
 In this issue of 







2020 COMPETITION RESULTS 
 

THE DOUBLE-DO 

WITH 6 WINNERS! 
 

by Ian Mavric 

Finally some good news about 2020: we had a great response to the 

Double-Do competition and so I expanded the prize numbers from two to 
six.  All the entries were for either the Model I/III/4 or the Coco.  No 

entries were received for the Model II/12/16/6000, MS-DOS Tandys, or 

the Pocket Computer/Model 100-200.  A competition of this nature 
makes it difficult to judge clear winners and we had a lot of entrants this 

time so the new categories and winners are..... 



Monochrome category (Model I/III/4) 
 

Winner: Vicious Vipers In Love 

Kyle Wadsten - 3 votes 

 

Runner-up: Trek14 

Hugh Steers - 2 votes 

 
Coloured category (Coco 1-2-3 and MC-10) 

 

Winner: Xenocide 

Alison deNu - 4 votes 

 

Runner-up: Decoy.BAS 

Jim Gerrie - 3 votes 

 
Double-Do (all systems) 

 

Hardware: Talker/80 for the Model I/III/4 

Michael Wessel - 4 votes 

 

Software: TRS80GP 2.3.2 

George Phillips - 4 votes 

 
 

The winners have been contacted and should 
receive their prizes sometime in January.  So 

let's take a closer look at them: 



VICIOUS VIPERS IN LOVE by KYLE WADSTEN: is a Z80 assembly 

language program which runs on the Model I, III or 4.  You snake 
around, eat eggs, collect keys, avoid things all trying to find Violet before 

you die.  Like all good games it's easy to learn and hard to master.  Kyle 

even provided us with some mock-up artwork matching the period games 
like this were being sold: 

You can download it from Kyle's website: https://plaidvest.com/ 

https://plaidvest.com/


TREK14 by HUGH STEERS: is a Z80 assembly language strategy game.  

Think of it as a supercharged greatly expanded version of the Trek games 
of the past loosely based on that classic 60s TV Sci-Fi series.  Hugh 

provides an extensive manual for his game, as well as graphics 

animations far beyond the previous generation Space Warp games  

You can download the game from GitHub. 

https://github.com/voidware/trek14


XENOCIDE by ALISON deNU: a Coco program written in Extended 

Color Basic and is surprisingly playable and addictive.  System 
requirements are 32K Ram and a joystick.   

You can download it here: XENOCIDE.DSK 

http://members.iinet.net.au/~ianmav/downloads/XENOCIDE.DSK


DECOY.BAS by JIM GERRIE: is an MC-10 game which is a surprisingly 

playable version of Scramble (or Penetrator on a Model I if you like).  Jim 
submitted about 30 MC-10 games he had written, so we had to choose 

the one we thought best fit the competition objectives  

You can play Decoy.Bas as well as all of Jim's other MC-10 

games at his web site: 

http://faculty.cbu.ca/jgerrie/MC10/JG_MC10.html    

http://faculty.cbu.ca/jgerrie/MC10/JG_MC10.html


TALKER/80 by MICHAEL WESSELL: fascinating speech synthesiser (or 

synthesizer if you are in the USA) which works on the Model I, III and 4.  
While there have been voice synthesisers in the 1980s for the TRS-80s 

they were limited and in the case of the Radio Shack official unit, very 

expensive.  When the come up on eBay or CL these days they are still 
very expensive and often don't work.  The market was begging for a new 

product that improved on the originals and based on modern technology 
and Talker/80 certainly fits the bill. 

For more information check this Website. 

https://hackaday.io/project/171035-talker80-for-the-trs-80-model-1-3-and-4


TRS80GP 2.3.2 by George Phillips: THE feature packed TRS-80 

emulator covering not just 5.25in monochrome systems but the 8in 
systems as well.  It's a FREE download that runs under Windows, or 

MacOS, or Linux.  Platforms emulated: Model I, II, III, 4, 12, 16, 16B, 

6000, DT-1. 

You can download it from here: 

http://48k.ca/trs80gp.html 

http://48k.ca/trs80gp.html


Cat Mantra as worked on a suite of programs still under development 

comprising a W.O.P.R simulator which brings the power of the malevolent 
mainframe computer in the 1983 film War Games to the Model I, without 

it's penchant for world destruction.  To be released by Dreamland 

software in 2021 it's a great tip of the hat to a classic movie. 



"Retro" Rick Kelly submitted a program he wrote in 1981 and updated 

in 2019/20 on the Coco written in Basic called N.A.E.R (Not Another 
Expressway Ripoff).  It will be released in 2021 but here are some video 

snaps of the program running: 

A full video of the game can be seen on YouTube  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bCLvfLBbP50


Ian Mavric is an IT Specialist who also restores and 

collects TRS-80's and classic cars. He lives with his 

wife and kids in Melbourne, Australia. 

Paulo Garcia submitted a game he wrote called ANTEATER for the Model 

III running under LDOS.  Paulo plans a proper release of the game in 
2021 so here are some screen shots from a video he sent me: 

THAT'S A WRAP ON 2020 

 
With the success of this years contest our plan is to run another along 

similar lines starting in three months time to be announced in the March 

2021 issue of TRS8Bit.  So now is the time to dust off your Editor/
Assemblers, BASIC manuals, Compilers, and other programming SO tools 

you use to create your masterpieces.  The subject of the next contest has 
yet to be finalised but will probably have some relation to this last crazy 

year. 
 

Ian Mavric 
 

ianm@trs-80.com  



What is REXCPM? 

REXCPM is an add-on memory card that plugs into the Option ROM socket in a supported laptop, 

augmenting significantly the amount of memory in the laptop as well as what that memory can be used for. 

REXCPM changes the way the laptop memory works: 

  * REXCPM provides up to 4MB of battery backed SRAM to the laptop. 

  * Like REX, REXCPM puts bank switched memory into the OPTION ROM memory      

 bank (1x32k bank) 

  * In addition, REXCPM disables (while installed) the internal installed 

 RAM, and replaces it with bank switched memory (2x16k banks) 

 

Why? 

CP/M. The main goal of REXCPM is to enable support for Philip Avery's port of CP/M 2.2 onto the 

M100 hardware. CP/M requires the full 64k address space to be RAM in order to operate, and so a RAM 

based capability is needed. 

RAMdisk. CP/M is a disk based operating system. REXCPM, via the 3 bank-switched memory regions, is 

able to transform the majority of the SRAM resource into a RAM based, battery backed, ultra fast disk. 

...and of course, all of the classic capabilities of REX can be supported using SRAM as well! So REXCPM 

is really all of the best aspects of REX, combined now with a custom, supported CP/M implementation, 

opening the door to a wide range of new applications! 

 

A big thanks to those that have contributed to the project: 

Philip Avery - for his commitment to this project and for the port of CP/M to the M100 

John Hogerhuis - for all his technical support, and for this Wiki resource 

Kenneth Pettit - for VirtualT as this project would not have happened without it 

Brian White - for his innovative PCB2MOLEX carrier design 

Acknowledgements 



Installation instructions 
 
Starting from a stock Model 100, power off, flip over, and open the Expansion port cover. Remove any 
components that may be installed. 
 
Next, insert REXCPM into the Option ROM socket. The carrier only goes in one way, to make it easier. 
Ensure REXCPM is oriented correctly. 
Now, insert the adapter board into the System Bus socket. 
 
Lastly, connect the jumper cable, maintaining the color sequence from one connector to the other. What 
that means is, make sure the sequence from top to bottom is either Black-Red-White on BOTH the 
adapter and REXCPM, or White-Red-Black. Don't reverse the polarity. 
 
 
All done! Reinstall the cover, flip over and turn on. The machine should boot with 32k RAM. 
 
Notes: 
 
  *  It does not matter how much standard RAM is installed in the Model 100 
  *  REXCPM disables the internal ram and takes over the System RAM role. 
  *  That big yellow block is a 1000uF tantalum capacitor, that provides 5 min of "protection". 
 
  ** if REXCPM is removed from the socket, the capacitor keeps the SRAM intact for 5 minutes or so ** 



Links for further, detailed, information 

Philip Avery's M100 CP/M Page 

REX Products home page 

REX Products ordering information 

Hack to enable TTL serial data on the BCR port 

Adapt the NSC800 CPU into the M100 

https://bitchin100.com/wiki/index.php?title=M100_CP/M
https://bitchin100.com/wiki/index.php?title=REX
https://bitchin100.com/wiki/index.php?title=Ordering_Information
https://bitchin100.com/wiki/index.php?title=BCR_TTL_SERIAL_HACK
https://bitchin100.com/wiki/index.php?title=NSC800_Conversion




Painting you computer 
 

©2020, Patrick Bureau, Texas Tandy Restorations, Houston, Texas  

 

Introduction 
I will start by stating I am not an expert paint master of any kind, simply a hobbyist that has 

some knowledge about what works. If you find a way to improve on this document, feel free 

to send me your addendum/changes, and It will be a pleasure to update it for all to have and 

learn. Email me a Word or text document or a simple email at 

TexasTandyRestorations@gmail.com. Please make sure you give me your name and state so 

I can provide proper credits to changes. 

This method could pretty much be applied to any ABS/plastic surface you want to paint. It is 

not about stripping all previous paint and redoing it from bare skin, but to give it a new, 

cleaner look and remove the decades of use it is showing.  

Note: If your belief is that a scratched-up unit with original 1980s paint brings more value to 

your system, I will say this: sure, if you’re a collector with a serial No. 000001 machine; 

otherwise, it’s just a computer. If you feel differently, I respect your choice, but this is not 

about the debate over should you or should you not do this. 

This is a document to help someone do it because they want to and, hopefully, to not get 

hideous results like the 8-bit guy and his Coco repaint video. If you have not seen the video, 

look it up on YouTube, then know that everything he explains in that video that is paint 

related is wrong! Please do not duplicate what he did unless you want the same crappy 

results. 

Now, in my explanation I use two spray products: one is commercially available over the 

counter at most auto paint shops or, I assume, online; and the second is the paint primer. 

Priming the computer case (which I will refer to as “skins”) properly is as important as the 

preparation to the priming you will do, leading to the actual painting of the skins.  

If any base layer of the process is “cheaped out” during prepping, cleaning, sanding 

and priming, this will be reflected as faults at the paint level on the final product. 

Period. If you’re trying to do all this document entails in one day, then stop now; do it 

another time, please. 

Ready? Let’s proceed. 

 

 

The process to paint the skins on your computer is not difficult once you understand the 

mistakes that are commonly made and do not perform them yourself. 

Process to repainting: 

Strip computer of everything that will not be painted 

Remove all unwanted labels, stickers, and glue 

Sand and remove scratches/dings 

Final wiping/cleaning 

Priming 

Painting 

Reassembly of hardware 

Rest and beer 

Tools needed: 

mailto:TexasTandyRestorations@gmail.com


Aside from the obvious screwdrivers and cutters you will need to remove the hardware from 

the computer lower and upper case, you will need a TROX 10 or 15 (I’ve seen both) to 

remove, if you have the luck of such a model as not all are removable, a removable bezel. If 

you have a non-removable bezel model, I will cover that in the prep section of this 

document. Just know your “taping” skills will be put to the test. 

I use: 

800, 2000, 3000 and 4000 grit “wet or dry” 3M Imperial sandpaper 

99.99% isopropyl alcohol 
Blue painter tape 

Heat gun 

Sem #39133 Primer, « Flexible Primer Surface » 

Colour Match by Tasco Aerosol Spray Paint Can (or any other colour you want to do or 

use) 

Razor blade (*sometimes needed*) 

 

Strip computer of everything that will not be painted 

I assume you know how to take everything off your lower and upper portions of your case (if 

you don’t, contact me). Before we move to the next step, I only have one mention: 

 

If you have a screwed-in-place CRT bezel, read the following: 

You will need to remove the CRT to remove your bezel because there are two hidden screws 

(see image) beneath the CRT. Then you will need to remove the five screws that are already 

removed in the image, and then gently remove the Radio Shack label between the disk drive 

to show the last three screws. The bezel will then come right out. 

 

If you have a non-screwed-in-place CRT bezel, read the following: 

If you are unfortunate to have one of the earlier cases that were NOT screwed-in-place but 

plastic welded-in-place, well, there isn’t a way to remove it unless you break the welds and 

then “re-weld it,” which I strongly suggest you DO NOT DO. 



This is where taping skills come in handy. The easier way out of this is to basically block the 

bezel from being painted by using blue painter’s tape. Also, since you cannot remove the 

bezel, you can just leave the CRT in place. Tape it from edge to edge using the CRT as 

surface to make your taping easier. If it goes past the bezel edge, just cut it off by sliding the 

razor blade between skin and bezel and voila! 

(NOTE: this photo was taken for another job I did that had a non-removable bezel. Notice no 

screws between floppy drive bays.) 

 

You do not need to remove anything else. The pillars are glued in place, so do not take them 

off; it does not matter for a paint job.   

 

 

Next, turn over your base and remove the feet from it, and tape the center part. Why? Well, 

first, it means less painting, but, if you observe your base, you will notice this is how it was 

done at the factory. The ABS plastic is bare in the middle where labels are located.  



 

Now is your chance to address scratches and dings, using your 800 and 2000 grit sandpaper. 

You should run it lightly on the existing paint to permit better adherence to the old base. I 

normally sand the entire skin’s surface (aside blacked-off areas).  

 

The idea is to score the old paint and wear out the scratches into a smooth surface. Deeper 

dings I usually leave alone; it’s a choice. If you want or have a ding deep enough that 

requires “bondo,” then this would be the time to do it. Make sure it cures 24 hours and then 

sand to level with the rest of the skin before priming it.  

Below is side-by-side image of the same computer, before and after sanding. 

 



 

So, no matter how bad you think it is, it’s likely only surface issues which, with a bit of 

patience, will become better. 

 

With ABS, how you sand depends little on if you do circle or straight lines, but more on 

pressure. It will make the difference between looking sanded or scarred. So easygoing takes 

longer but gives the best results. 

 

This is plastic, not steel. The harder you press into it, the more heat you generate. The more 

the plastic softens, the more the sandpaper rips into it, causing “micro shredding,” making 

the surface worse than before rough to the hand versus smooth. 

 

 



 

As the examples above show, with a bit of sanding and patience, you can improve on the 

faults, moving the skins from the rough look to a ready-to-be-repainted surface.  

Now, once you are happy with the results, get a clean rag and wipe it all down twice. 



Removing sanding dust is important because it contains silica broken beads, and that will 

hinder the quality of your priming job that is to follow. 

My habit is to wipe it down with a dry cloth, and then I use 99.99% isopropyl alcohol and 

give it a once over. Why? Because it dries extremely fast, leaves no traces of itself and the 

wetness will pull the micro dust from the scoring you have been doing with your sandpaper. 

This preps the surface for maximum adherence so the primer will get the best possible grip 

on it. 

In general, you will find the lower portion of your skin is usually less damaged than the 

upper portion because the rubber feet take most of the hits, but you need to sand/clean it as 

well or the primer will bubble on the old paintjob. 

When done, have a beer and read the rest on paint principals. This will save you 

endless hours of problems and fixing it later.  

Before any priming or painting, shake the aerosol can. Not one minute, not until you hear the 

ball bearings inside the can move about or guess it’s flowing around freely enough… Your 

guesses, all of them, are wrong. Period. 

Aerosol is composed of three things, paint, thinner and propellant, and they will set in layers 

when the can is not in use. So that can of paint/primer that has been sitting in the store for 

weeks is surely now in a petrified version that state.  

Shake the can, horizontally and vertically, inverting it head down and back up, for at least 

five to six minutes; 10-12 for one with flakes in it (such as I use). 

Failure to “mix” the paint properly will lead to clogged nozzles, spitting, inconsistent 

layering and change of pressure, causing heavy applications then light and “puddling” on the 

surface you’re trying to apply it to. 

 

Spray painting do’s and do not’s 

How to spray 

 

Spray paint distance is recommended eight to ten inches away, perpendicularly from surface 

to the nozzle. You begin to spray outside the area and move left to right, or right to left, in a 

single pass, ending the spray outside the surface you are painting. You are trying to lay an 

even surface of paint each pass. 

DO NO perform the swing-of-the-wrist quick spray so many people do. All you’re achieving 

is maximum application of paint in the center of the arch you’re creating with your winging 

wrist (nearest point to surface). This causes uneven application of paint and, in almost all 

cases, running paint occurs. 

Bob Vila explains it in these terms: “Imagine that your arm is a paintbrush and the spray 

can in your hand, the bristles. Proceed to paint in a sweeping motion, stroking across the 

surface and then back again, letting the spray fall a few inches past each side of the 

workpiece. Depress the valve slightly as you hit the first edge, then completely as you go 

over the opposite edge. You should hear short bursts of air, not a prolonged hiss. If you just 

wave the can back and forth, spraying constantly, you are bound to end up with a heavy, 

dripping, unsatisfactory result.”  

Is it too cold to paint? 

The temperature where you paint makes all the difference between a nice paint job and a 

terrible, sandy feeling when painted on the surface. 

Spray paint does not work well in very cold weather. Anything under 65o’F is risky; 

under 50oF, your paint will crack before it dries completely. 

Why? Simple. It’s coming out of the nozzle at about 40 mph as tiny droplets and, if the 

surface or air through which it has to travel is cold, it will form a “shell” before it hits the 

surface and will not “apply” properly; it feels rough like sandpaper to the touch. 

My hand hurts after a few minutes of painting. 

Some people have a hard time holding the pressure consistently on the nozzle. A quick and 

https://www.bobvila.com/wall-brush/45583-the-perfect-paintbrush-and-how-to-choose-it/slideshows


simple solution is a device that sells for a few dollars, and most hardware stores will have a 

version of this “spray can handle.”  

Rust-oleum makes a very good one that they sell on Amazon for 8$ called the  “Rust-oleum 

241526 comfort grip.” 

 

So you have sanded the surface and everything is ready to begin the paint process. Yes, 

primer is also painting, so you paint one layer, let it dry about 30-60 minutes (depending on 

temperature: the hotter the weather, the less time) and then do a second pass, then a third.  

At this point, it is beer time again. You need this primer to rest and bond with the old 

underneath it. I suggest 24 hours, but eight is usually plenty.  

Like I do each time, you begin to admire your work and go, “Man, this is going to be nice,” 

Invite your wife, who doesn’t really care about your hobby, to come and see how good it is 

looking. Yeah, we are all like that. Pride in our work shows in the result. 

 

Note: do not leave this in barn or shed. The morning dew will stick to the paint and you will 

have to “dry it out.” Indoors or in an enclosed area is best to let this rest. 

The following morning, you will examine it in the light of day preferably, as the sun will 

show defects more than standard neon lights. It is possible you will see a “shading” of the 

primer on the case. If you applied every layer evenly, this is not your fault; it is the primer 

being absorbed by the under layer.  



I would suggest retouching the area with a pass or two to make sure it looks even across the 

whole area. Why? Because it can cause shading in the paint afterward. 

From this point, I prep again for the paint. 

Taking a 3000 grit sandpaper and a bowl of cold water, I dip it in to wet it and then lightly 

sand the whole case again, running my hand over each place I sand to make sure the primer 

roughness is gone, Yes, sand in a circular motion here.  

Once you are done, rinse the case with fresh water and let it dry completely by either wiping 

it down or using your compressor to blow it dry. 

It is time to proceed with the paint.  

 

No matter what brand, type or colour you’re painting your case, the same method applies; 

eight to ten-inch brushing passes in layers, slightly overlapping (1/8”) to make complete 

coverage. 

Note: a computer case is not a square or flat surface, especially true of the bottom case of a 

TRS-80 Model 3, so be aware that painting in one direction may not cover every angle or 

corner of your case. I use stacked boxes and walk around my case when I paint to ensure I 

get everything evenly laid out. 

After the first coat, wait 30 minutes to one hour and paint the second coat. Wait the same 

amount of time again, then paint the final coat. 

It’s beer time once again. Rest and let the paint bond and dry at least 24 hours.  

If you rush this part, you will quickly discover that the final polishing will end up in a mess 

if you do not let the paint dry and cure completely. 

Yes, you’re excited. I understand. Go ahead and call your wife to admire your work again. 

She will surely lavish you with “wow, looks new, well done.” 

 

This image shows the first coat of paint being applied. You can see the overlapping lines.  

Once this, dries, the lines will disappear. 

The last step is 4000 grit or higher wet sandpaper work. 

This is ONLY to polish the surface of any tactile ridges that occurred during painting, to 

make it soft as a baby’s bottom. This is an exercise in pressure, slow round circles, barely 

pressing on the paper with fingers or device. You are not here to remove paint. If it does 

remove some paint, then step back and touch up the area, let it dry another 24 hours and 

restart the polishing. 

Mostly, you will feel the light grit surface on the flat surfaces, like a speckle of sand as you 

run you hand on it. 

Once you’re done, rinse with fresh water and let it dry. You’re done unless, like some people 

prefer, you can apply ion the same way as previously mentioned in this document. Get a 

clear coat and apply it over the final paint job.  

I do not, as the paint I acquire is from a PPG dealer. They colour matched from a Model 3 

case make the paint with clear coat in it.  

I hope you enjoyed this document and found it useful in one way or another. 

Oh yeah… You’re final project? You need to show us all! We love to see someone 

accomplish something so involved, yet so rewarding. 

 

And now that your case is done and dry, time to reassemble it. 
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IN MAV'S WORKSHOP 
 

New Products for 
2021 

 

by Ian Mavric 

 
 

 
2020 WAS A 'BIG' YEAR 

 
The thing I'll remember most about 2020 (apart from the C-19 China 

virus craziness) was that I managed to bring to the TRS-80 world some 
large projects which I've had planned for long time.  4cellerator, 

ChromaTRS, and F48/Type-II HDA were all large and complex products 
with limited appeal, but I'm glad they're out there for those interested in 

them.   

I also released the Sprinter speed up kits for the Model I and III, and all 
of these items are available to anyone keen to experiment with some of 

these decidedly specialty devices. 
 

All were quite expensive, over the $US100.00 mark, so I got to thinking I 
need to release a few more products with broader appeal and a lower 

price point.   
 



GOLDPLUG-'21 

 
It's been written about for decades that one of the reason for the 

unreliability of the Model I, once you added an Expansion Interface and 

disk drive, was the solder-coated edge connectors.   
 

Basically Tandy was being cheap in not gold-plating them and so they 
oxidised, and people found if you cleaned them with a pink-pearl eraser 

every few months the system was a lot easier to live with.   
 

Eap Co. came up with a solution called the Goldplug-80 which soldered 
gold-plated extensions onto the existing connectors thus eliminating the 

oxidation problem.  You may even remember the ads in 80micro.  
Unavailable since the mid-1980s, I found a place could make a similar 

product for me and I've placed a large order.   
 

 

 

 
Picture: Goldplug'21 3pc and 6pc sets for the Model I 
 



Like when Eap Co. sold them I sell them in two forms, a 6 connector set 

and a 3 connector set.   The $70 6pc set has 4 40-pin connectors and 2 
34-pin connectors.  That's one for the Model I, and one for each on the 

EI: System Bus, Screen Printer (a.k.a Hard Drive) port, printer port, 

RS232 port, and disk drive port.  The $40 3pc set has 2 40-pin 
connectors and 1 34-pin connector.  For many people who have a basic 

Model I with 48K Ram, Expansion Interface and disk drives, this is all 
they need. 

 
Model III and 4 versions?  Eap Co. did make Model III and 4 kits because 

those computers had solder-coated connectors like the Model I, but were 
generally less troublesome.  I may look into making Model III and 4 

versions in the future if there is demand.  The number of people who 
have problems with those computers' edge connectors oxidising is pretty 

low. 
 

α-THING ATARI JOYSTICK INTERFACE FOR THE MODEL I  

 
Alpha Products made a joystick for the Model I in the 1980s and most of 

the games released for the Model I utilised it.  Alpha Stick plugged into 

the bus on the back of the Model I keyboard or the Screen Printer port on 
the EI and was hard wired to an Atari joystick.  I was never really 

pleased with that design as I remember from my childhood we had the 
Atari 2600 VCS and it was easy to wear out a joystick over the summer 

holidays necessitating buying a new set of joysticks a couple times a 
year.  No doubt the bean counters at Atari loved that about them.  Prof-

80 from France drew up a repro of it but included a DB9M connector so 
now any Atari-type joystick can be plugged in and used.  And if you 

break the joystick just unplug it and plug in a new one. 
 

 
Picture: Alpha-Thing Atari joystick adapter for the Model I is 

$35 



 

You may be surprised to know that many games you have played for 
years like Galaxy Invasion, Robot Attack and Zaxxon have joystick 

functionality but never knew it. 

 
Model III/4?  Alpha Products did make a Model III version which has 

been much harder to buy on eBay... Model I versions of the original come 
up a few times a year, but the Model III version may only show up once 

every 2-3 years.  I have one now and depending on the success of the 
Model I α-Thing a Model III version might be ready by mid-2021.   

 

F48 NOW AVAILABLE FOR $99  
 

The F48 has been covered in a few previous issues of TRS8bit so I won't 
cover old ground in too much detail, except to say that it's a FreHD for 

8in TRS-80 and runs TRSDOS-II 4.2.6, Pickles & Trout CP/M 2.2 and 
Digital Research CP/M Plus 3.0, but not Xenix.   

It needs to be connected to a Type-II HDA (hard disk adapter) however 
there seem to be a large number of people out there with the necessary 

adapter and eagerness to use F48 even without Xenix.    

 
The new F48 is a redesign based on the work of Frédéric Vecoven and 

updated by Prof-80 to distinguish it from the traditional FreHD.  Quieter 
(electronically) operation is achieved with additional resistor pull-ups and 

removal of unneeded serial and RTC are the main differences of the new 
F48.    

 

 
Picture: New F48 runs TRSDOS-II, CP/M 2.2 and CP/M Plus 
 



Comes with one SD card and a CD with information and images for all 

three operating systems.  F48 auto boots, but is limited to one operating 
system image per SD card. 

 

 
Picture: F48 kit (for owners of the Type-II HDA) $99 
 

I DON'T KNOW IF I HAVE A TYPE-II HDA - WHAT DOES IT LOOK 
LIKE? 

 
This picture is a frame from my YouTube video demonstrating the F48, so 

if you have the card in the picture then you are good to go: 
 

 



 

RFI SHIELD FOR 4CELLERATOR ON MODEL 4 
 

The 4cellerator, and it's predecessor the original XLR8er, are susceptible 

to parasitic noise within the TRS-80 which can hamper operation.  A large 
copper shield was the solution the original designers came up with and I 

have a reproduction made which sell for $25.  You mount the 4cellerator 
to it and then mount this to the existing RFI shield or with help of 

adhesive tape, to the motherboard on the Model 4.   
 

  
 
Here are some pictures which show ways it's installed: 

 

 
 



Ian Mavric is an IT Specialist who also restores and 

collects TRS-80's and classic cars. He lives with his 

wife and kids in Melbourne, Australia. 

 
 

Photos courtesy of www.prof-80.fr 
 

If interested in any of these items send me an email, as I'm not so great 
at keeping my website up to date.  A simple email like "I read about this 

item in TRS8Bit and wondered how to go about ordering one?"   

 
Ian Mavric 

 
ianm@trs-80.com 

file:///C:/Users/John/Downloads/www.prof-80.fr


 

Two new lowercase modifications for the TRS-80 Model I 

only  $45ea! 

 

Single line descenders          3-line descenders 

Which do I need?  Micro-LC-80 requires one trace cut and two wires 

soldered (just like Tandy's old kit). 

New Gendon requires more cuts and soldering but the result is the more 

pleasing 3-line descenders.   

 

Instructions included for both.  

 

ORDER YOURS TO-DAY!  ianm@trs-80.com 



 

 
 
 

 

 
 

 
It was 1979, and what was otherwise an ordinary day in the office was 

about to be spoiled when an idiot, in response to a complaint that some 
complex maths was taking longer than it should to get done, suggested 

that what we really should do, was get 'one of those new-fangled 
computer things'.  

 
At the time, I was an acoustics engineer, and the reluctant maths was at 

the core of a new transmission-line studio loudspeaker system, and of 

course the idiot was, as you will come to guess, me.  
 

Little did I know how much that suggestion was going to change my life!  
 

In the absence of the internet, which had not yet been invented and was 
thus not available for even simple research, the second purchase after 

the computer, was a book with the rather fetching title of 'Now You 
Bought One, What Do You Do With It?' As it turned out, a good question, 

and it led to the third purchase in my quickly expanding experience of 
computing, a book on programming. Necessary because not only was the 

internet missing from daily life in those days, but so was the whole 
software industry we rather take for granted now.   

 
So I set to, learning how to make this mysterious box work, as it 

pretended to uninitiated visitors to be the broken-off front half of a 

typewriter. They were curious where the paper came out. 
 

That was a TRS-80 Model 1. It was my first (computer) love, and caused 
a change of career to what we now know as ‘I.T.’, first writing software, 

then eventually to the soul-destroying self-flagellation of user support, 
and eventually, via the dark side.... managing Windows servers and 

networks, to the diversions and cul-de-sacs of information security.  
 

But what I never forgot were those early days with the Model 1,  the 
manuals, the programming books, and the all-night-turned-into-several-

days of time spent at the keyboard, staring intently at the screen (a 
rather fuzzy-imaged monitor which had a tendency to go a bit wavy 

during damp weather - which happens a lot in the UK), trying to debug 

the latest piece of genius, which sadly wasn't quite so clever as I'd 
hoped.  



 

But what I have forgotten, in amongst the years of workstation 

installations, hardware repairs, server builds, training courses delivered, 
the not-so-silent curses to the evil Microsoft gods over Windows features 

not-quite done right, and systems which never really were what users 
need, and then the SIEMS and threat intelligence platforms full of joyous 

reports of ransomware and spearfishing, were the roots of why I 
switched careers, and the sheer joy of knowing that I was working in a 

field where these things could, and really should, change the world as we 
knew it then.  

 

Which brings me to now. Or almost-now. Because this year, while I was 
forced to work from home - which ought not to be a challenge for a 

systems-guy who sets up remote access portals - one day I tripped over 
eBay, and a listing for a long-forgotten  computer that I used to treasure 

as the first truly productive laptop. A Z88.  
 

Snigger all you want, but Sir Clive made something quite remarkable in 
1987, and it wasn't an electric tricycle that couldn’t actually succeed in 

overtaking a pedestrian. The Z88 - or at least my Z88 - went everywhere 

with me, and took notes in meetings, digested numerous training course 
outlines and plans, allowed me to be productive on long train journeys, 

and even made it possible to compose legal briefings while stuck in a 
truck, half-way up a Welsh mountain. Twice. 

 
So, despite the quirky keyboard made of the unmentionable pieces of a 

dead whale, and the reliability issues, not to mention the oddly-capable 
software that was something rather like an export from a three-headed 

be-tentacled programmer from Neptune, I put in a bid, and after a few 
days, a new Z88 entered my modern-day world.  

 
And being a Sir Clive invention, none of this would be of any interest 

here if it hadn't been for the fact that I took a second, third, and fourth 

look at eBay too. The result is my pride and joy, a TRS-80 Model 4P - the 
computer I always wanted, but which I never had because while I was 

drooling over it, the market had moved on, into MS-DOS and Windows, 
by the time I was beginning to regret buying MS-DOS and Windows 

systems.  
 

In between, I also acquired an Apple IIc, PowerBook 1400, a TRS-80 
Model 100 and eMate 300 to add to some bits I discovered I still had, 

such as an Amstrad NC100, Newton 130, and an old Mitac 'Pocket' PC, 
which is about as pocketable as the TRS-80 PC-2 Pocket Computer that 

also arrived, courtesy of an eBay listing.  
 

So, I like old computers? Not so fast, because if there's one thing I am 

learning, it's that all that is old and yellowing is not gold.  



 

My IIc was excellent, except it refused to boot a ProDOS disk - any 
ProDOS disk. And the TRS-80 4P sometimes boots, sometimes doesn’t. I 

have two boot disks for it, and sometimes one works and the other 

doesn't, sometimes both, sometimes neither. Sometimes I can boot it up 
and launch BASIC and sometimes not. Sometimes I can run DeskMate (I 

know, who'd want to do that?) and sometimes I can't. And even if I can, 
sometimes I can read my data disk, and sometimes not.  

 
The only thing that's consistent is that it wont copy any floppy disk, even 

though it flawlessly succeeds in formatting them.  
 

As of today, I am awaiting a FreHD, ordered last month, which will either 
help, or not, but I really would like to get the machine working as 

originally intended anyway. 
 

Meanwhile, my IIc had to be opened up, and when I did that, both the 

MMU and CPU fell out onto the table. They had, as happens a lot with no 
exercise over the years, simply walked out of the sockets. Pressed back 

in, and the system performs as perfectly as an Apple IIc ever did.  
 

Also meanwhile, my carefully obtained One Laptop Per Child XO-1 
wouldn’t talk to the internet, though it's quite unique mesh wifi chip was 

trying to strike up a rather one-sided conversation with a 2002-vintage 
Apple TiBook. All the while, the Z88 took that moment to refuse 

keyboard input and not even power-off.  
 

This retro-computing business is fraught! It is actually harder to get a 
1985-era Model 4P up and running than it is to design, build, implement 

and manage a 21st-century server farm. All for 5.25 inches of floppy 
disk, or drive, or both. Possibly.  

 

But, while you're still sniggering no doubt from the revelation that I 
hankered after, and spent good money on a Z88, only to see it go the 

way of all-things-Sinclair, because after all, everything he touched was 
just almost great, but not quite, I can smirk a bit myself, because despite 

everything, the one piece of old computing that I possess and which 
works pretty much exactly as it should, is the Z88. It’s still actively 

supported! This was even typed, corrected and edited on it, before 

squirting up a simple cable,  via simple software, to a Windows 10 PC, 
which didn't even have time to scoff and spit it back out before I'd got it 

into Word.  
 

Whereupon, of course, the PC crashed, because, well, because it can. 
That's it's job. So, same cable, same software, same Z88, I squirted it to 

a Mac, which is how come you're able to read it in the first place.  
 



Ultimately though, the idea is to use old systems such as the 4P to go 

back to my computing roots - or thereabouts - and relearn programming, 
and once again experience the pleasures of using systems for those tasks 

for which modern systems are simply too complicated and frustrating, 

and often just too obstructive to bother with.   
 

Already the experience of settling down to a computer which has no 
internet, no email, no clutter of icons and apps, and no long-tediously-

unnecessary boot ups has proven highly productive, and with fewer 
distractions and complications, far more satisfying too.  

 
I hesitate to think how the IT revolution would have faired, and maybe 

even failed completely if, back in 1979 we were presented with Windows, 
with the incessant updates and patches, and the constant demands of 

systems that needed our attention for themselves rather than the job in 
hand. Not to mention the bloatware, the too-muchness of it all. And the 

fact that to make them work for us, is just too much hard work. 

 
As it is, I can now draft a training outline on the TRS-80 M100 or Z88 in 

less time than it takes to check the monthly patches and run and install 
essential updates on the ‘big’ machine. That's progress, actual progress, 

using old-tech to make working a pleasure, and efficient.  
 

So if I have to go back in time to the early machines to make the future 
a better place... even if just for me and my workload, then so be it! 





On the 25th of October, we gathered 4 players to play another 

tournament of TRS-80 in Bilbao (Basque Country).  
This time we played the I. Santutxu Tournament of TRS-80 in the middle 

of this terrible crisis.  

I have not been able to buy new TRS-80 games, therefore we played the 
same games that we played in July but the results were better. We first 

played Cannyon Climber, then Crazy Maze and finally Downland. 
Egoitz and Álvar started first because Luis and Andi arrived later.  

The tournament was exciting because everyone worked hard and 
improved the points obtained in the I. Basque TRS-80 Tournament held 

in July. 
Finally Egoitz was the winner. 

 
This Christmas I will try to buy another 4 games for the COCO II, 

possibly; skiing, Dragon Fire, Star Blaze and Demolition car. In this way, 
in the next tournament we will change games. 

Here we leave you the final results. 

 
Cannyon Climber 

1-Luis Getxo 15.400 score – 3 points  
2-Egoitz Campo 14.000 score – 2 points 

3-Álvar de la Prada 3000 score – 1 points  
 

Crazy Maze 
1-Egoitz Campo 1.500 score – 4 points  

2-Álvar de la Prada 1180 score – 3 points  
3-Luis Getxo 800 score –2  points  

4-Andi Erromo 150 score – 1 points 
 

Downland 
1-Egoitz Campo 3.600 – 4 points 

2-Álvar de la Prada 3.400 – 3 points 

3-Luis Getxo 1.000 – 2 points 
4-Andi Erromo 300 – 1 points 

 
 

              

Final Classification 
 

1-Egoitz Campo 10 points (Basque Country) 
2-Luis Getxo 7 points (Basque Country) 

3-Álvar de la Prada 7 points (Basque Country) 
4-Andi Erromo 2 points (Basque Country) 

I.Santutxu Tournament of TRS-80 
 

Egoitz Campo 





-Improved version of the established Grafyx Solution GX 4.2 board 
-640x240 resolution for a total of 153,600 pixels, High Bandwidth 

-Easy install in minutes inside your Model 4/Gate-Array Model 4/4P/4D 
-Compatible with most M3 and M4 Hi-Res software for Radio Shack HRG 
-Designed in Belgium and proudly built and shipped from Australia or UK 

 
Order yours today exclusively from: 

  
UK and EU: BetaGamma Computing: bgialopsos@aol.com  

 
Rest of the world: http://members.iinet.net.au/~ianmav/hires/hires.htm 

LOOKING FOR HIGH-RESOLUTION GRAPHICS FOR 
YOUR TRS-80 MODEL 4/4P/4D? 

 
Then you simply must have the 

 

"Improved Grafyx Resolution 
Solution!" 



 

ROMAN 

NVMERALS 





 

Hi Dusty, 
Just wanted to give you an update on your Model I. 

The red power LED pulsing on and off was caused by a one of the ROMs 

having an internal fault and pulling the 5V rail down. 
The 5V now stays up, but the processor isn't doing much. The 1.77MHz 

CPU clock is there, so probably related to the address lines. 
I've now got a screen full of garbage characters, which is actually a 

good sign at this stage because a large chunk of the circuit has to be 
working to produce that. 

I’ve attached a picture of work in progress. 



Hi Dusty, 

Pleased to report  that the 
model I is alive and kicking. 

In addition to the ROM, Z53 

(74LS132) was faulty. This 
forms part of the CPU reset 

circuit. 
I also had to replace the power 

transistor Q4 in the 5V regulator 
circuit. I guess it had been 

damaged by the excess current 
drawn by the faulty ROM. 

I was able to use components 
from one of the two spare 

boards you sent to replace all 
three faulty parts on your Model 

I. The memory upgrade 

modification seems to work 
fine. ?Mem reports 48338, as 

stated in the modification instructions. 
I have tacked the wiring to the decoder PCB with a couple of small 

blobs of hot-melt glue to prevent the connections moving and possibly 
breaking. 

I did look at the possibility of 
replicating the memory 

modification, but the underside 
of the decoder PCB is covered 

with resin so I can't see how it is 
connected. 

I've left the machine running for 
a couple of hours and all seems 

well. 

 
What I haven't done is to try 

connecting it to an expansion 
interface. 

I would normally do that when I 
repair a Model I, but given the 

modification changes to the 
memory decoding logic I am 

reluctant to connect it to a 
'standard' EI.  

 
Hopefully it will work with the 

intended unit. 





The main issue with the GNOMIC 

unit turned out to be a problem 
with the cable, not the unit 

itself. 

One of the 40 way IDC edge 
connectors on the end of the 

ribbon cable had some damaged 
pins. This wasn't at all obvious 

at first. I knew that two of the 
lines were shorted, but initially 

thought it was a fault with the 
electronics. 

 
Having failed to find any faults I tried connecting the Model I to the 

interface using a standard Radio Shack Model I Expansion Interface cable 
- the short was cleared. 

At this stage I was able to get the Model I to power up normally and 

successfully boot from disk, using a substitute disk drive. 
I don't know if you noticed, but one of the connectors did not engage 

fully with the PCB at one end. Three of the pins in the connector had 
metal contact 'fingers' displaced, two of which were shorting together at 

the back of the connector slot. 
 

I've included a picture of the damaged connector, but it's not that easy to 
see without looking at the connector itself without a magnifier. 

The cable doesn't actually have any wires crossed, it's wired straight 
through. I'm not really sure why it was made with four of the lines in a 

separate cable. Perhaps the manufacturer just didn't have any 40 way 
ribbon cable? 

 
I replaced the damaged connector with a new, blue coloured one. The 

new connector is actually new (old) stock from Tandy. 40 way IDC edge 

connectors were never commonly used. There were lots of 34 way 
(floppy drive) and 50 way (SCSI) ones made, but not many 

manufacturers ever used 40 way ones. Tandy were one of the few places 
that stocked them. I acquired a stock of them while working there. Sadly 

they are nearly all used now. 
The system booted correctly with its own cable once the damaged 

connector was replaced. 
 

The next issue was the disk drive. 
The drive belt was perished and slack. This is common with old drive 

belts. I have a stock of VCR drive belt kits from my days as a TV / video 
engineer. I found that the capstan drive belt from a Sony C6 Betamax 

VCR is a perfect fit for a Shugart SA200 floppy disk drive! 



Having replaced the belt, the drive worked perfectly after a head clean 

and some oil on the carriage rails. It's a unusual size drive; standard 5 
1/4" width but taller than a standard half-height drive. It's also the only 

drive I've ever seen that doesn't have an activity light. 

 
I have also replaced the rather short mains cable with a longer one. I 

made an assumption that you probably didn't want it with a short mains 
cable. It would have been quite inconvenient to plug it in like that. 

 
I have put (peel-able) labels on the back of the computer and the side of 

the GNOMIC expansion unit to indicate which way the cable should exit 
the connector (upwards or downwards) to avoid any possible confusion 

about cable orientation. 
 

The ribbon cable at the back of the GNOMIC unit is a continuation of the 
floppy drive cable, for connecting a second drive as you suspected. 

If you want to use a second drive it will need to be jumpered as DS1 

(drive select). This cable doesn't have any pins pulled out for drive 
select. 

 
The system seems to work very well. I tried a number of disks, including 

your LDOS disk, all with no problems. 
 

The other 34 way edge connector on the GNOMIC unit appears to be a 
printer port, wired as a standard Expansion Interface printer port. 













Lawrence Kesteloot  gave a demonstration of his cassette reader 

program on Trashtalk Live the other evening. He has written an truly 
brilliant web site which permits you to drag and drop WAV CAS or BAS 

files into the web page and it will attempt to clean up the WAV but also 

let you view the reconstructed BASIC code as ASCII (and CMD code as a 
disassembly) and show you the corresponding tape contents. 

 
You can visit the site at -  

 

https://lkesteloot.github.io/trs80-cassette-reader-js/ 
 

 

#_top#_top


“Quinnterface” Mini Expansion Interface for 
16K Model 1 FreHD users. 

 
- COMPLETLY ASSEMBLED AND TESTED - 

This is THE perfect device for all Model 1 users who own a 16K 

Level II unit, (which is most of us!), but no Expansion 

Interface or disk drives, especially if you don't want to modify 
your M1 with upgraded boot ROM or memory upgrade. 

 

The ‘Quinnterface’, developed by J. Andrew Quinn from New 
Zealand, adds 32K RAM and auto-boot functionality to you 

FreHD. 
 

 
U.K. And Europe, contact Bas. at BetaGamma Computing.  

U.S.A. And rest of the world, contact Mav. At “The Right Stuff” 



LOOKING FOR FAST, 

INEXPENSIVE, UNLIMITED MASS 

STORAGE FOR YOUR TRS-80 

MODEL I/III/4/4P/4D? 
 

The amazing 
 

"FreHD"

 
 

 

 
 

 

-Emulates a TRS-80 hard drive, but faster than any hard drive! 

-Works with your favourite DOS (LS-DOS, LDOS, CP/M, Newdos/80 2.5) 

-Uses SD card for storage medium 

-Bonus free Real Time Clock function! 

-Designed in Belgium and proudly built and shipped from Australia 

-Kit form or fully assembled 

 

 

Order yours today 

http://members.iinet.net.au/~ianmav/trs80/ 
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IN MAV'S WORKSHOP 

 
REVISITING THE CN80 MODEL 4 MOUSE 

PROJECT - PART 5. 

 

by Ian Mavric 

 
Period advert from CN80 in 1992 shows their mouse products 

 



 

1993 ARTICLES ON THE MOUSE CONNECTED TO THE MODEL 4 
 

The year started of with a review of David P. Miller's excellent Mouse 

Menu and information about installing and using the program. 
 

"DAVE'S MOUSE MENU" from CN80 MARCH 1993  
  Vol 6 Issue 3  Pages 3-5 

 



 
   



 



In the same issue David Goben answered some MagicDraw questions and 

answers:   
 

 

"MAGICDRAW Q & A" from CN80 MARCH 1993  
  Vol 6 Issue 3, pp. 7. 

 

 



 

The following month Gary Shanafelt reviewed MagicDraw... 
 

"MAGICDRAW A REVIEW" from CN80 APRIL 1993  

  Vol 6 Issue 4, pp. 15-17. 



  

 
  



 

In the May issue Dave Goben gave us a little tip about MagicDraw:  
 

"MAGICDRAW TIP" from CN80 MAY 1993  

  Vol 6 Issue 5, pp. 9. 
 

 



The August issue had an interesting fix for the mouse driver so that it 

operated a little more smoothly.   
 

"MOUSE FIX/ENHANCEMENT" from CN80 AUGUST 1993  

  Vol 6 Issue 8, pp. 7-8. 
 

  
MOUSE RESOURCES: 

 

MOUSE+ Driver: http://members.iinet.net.au/~ianmav/downloads/
MOUSE+.zip 

MTK: http://members.iinet.net.au/~ianmav/downloads/MTK.zip 
MagicDraw: http://members.iinet.net.au/~ianmav/hires/
MDRAWP2.zip 
  
END OF THE MOUSE SERIES - FOR NOW 

 
My collection of CN80 only goes a couple of months into 1994 so until 

further notice, this is the final instalment of Model 4 mouse articles.  If 
people have 1994 and subsequent years issues of CN80 I'd be keen to 

continue this series.  

 
Released around 1993 was MouseDos by Leonard Lorden, a mouse 

controlled app to integrate mouse operation in the disk operating system.   
If anyone has a copy of MouseDos I'd be keen to obtain a copy to 

evaluate so drop me a line to the email address below.  Likewise I'd like 
to obtain a copy of Dave's Mouse Menu by David P. Miller, if anyone has 

that please contact me. 

Ian Mavric is an IT Specialist who also restores and 

collects TRS-80's and classic cars. He lives with his 

wife and kids in Melbourne, Australia. 

http://members.iinet.net.au/~ianmav/downloads/MOUSE+.zip
http://members.iinet.net.au/~ianmav/downloads/MOUSE+.zip
http://members.iinet.net.au/~ianmav/downloads/MTK.zip
http://members.iinet.net.au/~ianmav/hires/MDRAWP2.zip
http://members.iinet.net.au/~ianmav/hires/MDRAWP2.zip






The BEST in TRS-80s 
Call The Right Stuff 

 

Ask for Ian 
The number is +61 416 184 893 

 

That's The Right Stuff 
And he's in Melbourne  

http://members.iinet.net.au/~ianmav/trs80/ 


